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THEONLYflawI cm 6nd in this new
book from Brian Moore is in its description as “a novel” on the dostjacket and the title-page. And that can
probably be laid at the door of his
publisher. At 105 pages it falls so short
of the accepted novel length as to
invite prosecution for misleading
packaging. Gztholics, in length and
style and structure conforms to the
classic dimensions of the novella, a
noble literary form made almost extinct by merchandizing publishers and
bulk-hungry book clubs. Moreover. it
happens to be a superb novella, worth
double its published price to anyone
concerned with the declining excellence of fiction writing.
True to the form. Moore employs
depth rather than length, allusive
subtlety rather than measured explaoation, the spare illumioating phrase
rather than the fleshy descriptive
sentence. And with these tools he has
shaped ao elegaicparable on the threat
*posed to spiritual values by the cooceptoal juggernaut of Humanity.
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story is set a decade iv the

future. The Catholic Church, before
the ecumenical pressures from without
and within, has compromised its dogmatic authority in the cause of a
mundane Christian unity. The Latin
Mass has been abandoned in favour of
a form of folk mass in the native
language of each congregation. The
arcane ritual of raising the Host has
been stripped of its miraculous implications and humanized. Private confessions have been replaced by a group
act of contrition. And the new refer- !
marion is not over. An imminent conference in Bangkok promises the interpenetration of the Christian end
Buddhist faiths. But a threat to this
revolutionary progress has appeared.
A community of Albanesian monks,
living in an ancient monastery on the
obscure island of Muck off the southwst coasl of Ireland, has been offering
to its parishioners on the mainland the
old form of Latin.Mass. Pious pilgrims
from all over Ihe world have begun to
congest the area. The appetite for
controversy of the British end American television networks has already
been whetted. And now the rot must
be stopped.
The abbot of the community has
ignored the demands of bis Father
Provincial in Dublin that he return to
the new ecumenical ways. The Father
General of the order in Rome decides
that he must intervene. He appoints
as plenipotentiary a young radical
Irish-American priest named Kinsella
and, with the approval of the Amsterdam Ecumenical Council. despatchbs
him byjet to get the reactionary monks
back into line.
Hisencounterwith the anachronistic
ways of Ireland and his confrontation
with the traditional Catholicism of the
abbot and his small community lasts
less than 24 hours. In dialogue Moore
catches e.xectly the subtle teasing
charm of Irish word play. the devious
unv.llingness of the Irish to accept
any reality at face value. The hustling
plenipotentiary, so with-it in his war
surplus fatigues, is first confounded by
the boatmen from the island who
refuse to recognize him as a priest and
so to ferry him across to the secluded
monastery. He is obliged to charler a
helicopter to get across.
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In the ageing abbot he finds himself
mnfmnted by a man who, for all his
isolation, is more contious of the
inner logic of the event than is Kinsella
himself. Secretly the abbot has been
tormented throughout his religious life
by the very absence of faith in God
that has become almost the hallmark
of the new religion. But he has found
his mission in serving as protector of
the faith of those monks in his community who do have a true vocation.
In the end, perhaps be&use he
recognizes that obedience is the remaining act of faith left open to him,
the abbot simply agrees to abandon
the Latin Mass and the old ways, to
conform. The young emissary of rev*
lution flies off oblivious to the inner
truth that he has been the loser. And
the abbot turns away to the task of
sustaining the faith and the spiritual
values of bis monks through the new
(and perhaps ultimate) Dark Age.
CMMics, despite its title is not a
parable for the conventionally religious.
In a recent interview Brian Moore,
while admitting himself to be a laped
Catholic, expressed the deepest pea+
mism about the possible effects of the
increasingly humanized Church. On
another level, however, he seems to be
contemplating the cruel and crucial
cycles of human destiny. The haunting
ironies and implications that he raises
in thii novella far outrange the effects
of any of his earlier novels. 0
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IF YOUCBT off one of the liners that
ply the inside passage to Skagway, you
can meander ,north on Main Street to
the Sourdough Cafe. It’s on your right.
There. a hand-made sign encourages
one and all to go to the old saloon up

the street to attend “Klondiie Night”
-a twwtw~!z~ PRIJLICFori mws!
And it’s quite an evening. They give
you some play money and let you go
to it at the games; dancing girls even
get Pops out of his place in the ring of
collapsible chairs for a sashay-round.
The climax of the evening is supposed
to be the acting out of the shooting
of Dan McGrew, but for the purplehaired set in tennis shoes, it’s the
showing of the gold.
It’s certainly done with flair.
Incredibly huge chunks of gold
adorn a fantastic watch-fob, which is
draped round the ample girth of a
scarlet-vested, top-hatted shopkeeper.
These are, we are told, some of the
‘largest single pieces of naturally occurring gold ever discovered. They were
collected, thestory goes,by the owner’s
father during the Rlondie gold rush,
and are insured for vast sums with
Lloyds of London. England.
We can’t really expect the Associate
Curator of Mineralogy at The Royal
Ontario Museum to be quite so splendiferous. For one thing. &pLxing
MinemrLp
& Czystak fails to indicate
that his father even so much as
drank in a Sksgway saloon, much less
owned one.
In spite of such an obvious handicap,
_Dr_ Gait has assembled a superbly
illustrated manuscript. His text clearly
and smoothly takes the reader from
the simple to the complex and from
the general to the specific. It’s a delight
to browse through a book such as this
one - particularly becarise it so easily
could have been merely some pretty
photos (they’re dazzling, actually),
sandwiched into a confusing jargonfilled catalogue.
When faced with subject matter
that ranges in size fmm the atomic
to the stuff we throw on icy porches,
an author must choose his examples
carefully. Dr. Gait entices the reader
further into the intricacies of mineralogy and crystalography by understatement,supported by good diagrams
and graphs. And, of course. the plates
so beautifully produced by A. B. F.
Williams provide a colourful counterpoint to the text. 0
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THE NEWSthat book-publishers in the
four Western provinces hope to set up
a trade association of their own has
been largely ignored throughout Canada. Not surprisingly. With newspapers
everywhere inflated by the print-outs
of federal electioneering, publishing,
does not stand out as a crucial or
a politically profitable issue.
Tho Western initiative, which emerg
ed from a conference on regional
publishing held early in September in
Kmcouver. should not be ignored
howcvcr. particularly by the book
jndurtv elsewhere in Canada or by
those provincial and federal offmials
whose concern is the growth of Canadisn publishing. If an effective association does emerge in the West, its
practical and economic advantages to
publishers there. to their writers and
to their customers, should not be
allowed to obscure the wider prospects
implicit in this development.
The accidental pattern of Canada’s
growth have given Ontario and Quebec
dominant roles in the publishing of
books for our dual culture. In the case
of French-language publishing, serving
a compact culture and market, there is
little to be criticized in this situation.
But the very occurrence of this regional
initiative in the West implies a certain
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dissatisfaction with the concentration
of English-iangoag.e publishing in Tc+
ronto. and with itsnationallyorientated
contentious tmde associations.
The preoccupation with the quee
tion of Canadian ownership at the
centre of the industly, which has
vhtually destroyed its common sense
of purpose and has shaped federal and
Onta$o polii on book-publishing (and
to an extent limited and impeded it),
is of secondary importance at the
remove of Nova Scotia or British
Columbia. Both writ&s and readers in
Halifax and Vancouver are far less
interested in who owns a particular
publishing house than in how well
it serves their specific talents and
needs. The self-styled national publishing houses of ‘Toronto have not
shown a general ability to serve the
vastly dispersed market of English
Canada eficlently. And with a growing
demand for a Canadian culture cornposed from all our sources of talent, it
needs to be asked if so centrally coocentrated publishing industry is desirable or necessary any longer? The
dilemma should not be unfamiliar to
students of our political system.
Northrop Frye, whose! thoughts so
often seem as apposite to questlons of
practice and polities as to questions
of culture, has had this to say:
. . . It is not always realized that
unity and identity are quite different
thh@ to be promoting, ;ind that in
Canada they are perhaps more different
*an they are anywhere else: Identity
is local and regional, rooted in the
imaginstion and in works of culture;
unity is national in reference, international in perspective, and rooted in
political feeling . . .
“There are, of course, containing
imaginative forms which are common
to the whole country, even if not
peculiar to Canada . . . But most of the
imaginative factors mmmon to the
country as a whole are negative in-’
Iluences. Negative, be&se in our world
the sense of a specific environment as
something that provides a circumstance
for the imaginstion has to‘contend
with a global civilization of jet planes,
international hotels, and disappearing
landmarks - that is. an obliterated

environment. The obliterated envimnment produces an imaginative dystrophy that one sees all over the world,
most dramatically in architecture and
town plaoning(asit is ironically called),
but in the other arts as well. Canada
with its empty spoces, its largely onknown lakes and rivets and islands, its
division of language, its dependence’
on immense. railways to hold it physically together, has had this peculiar
pmblem of an oblitcratkd envimoment
throughout most of its history. The
effects of this are clear in the curiously
abortive cultural developments of
Canada.
“The tension between the political
sense of unity and imaginativa sense of
locality is the essence of whatever the
word ‘Caoadian’ means. Once the tcnsion is given up, and the elements of
unity and identity are confused or
assimilated to each other, we get the
hva endemic disease of Canadian life.
Assimilatingidentity to unity produces
the empty gestures of cultural nationalism; assimilating unity to identity
produces the kind of provincial isolation
which is now called separatism. . .”
The imbalance of power within the
Canadian publishing industry that has
prevailed up to now seemi to have
exposed it to the effects of both the
diseases Dr. Frye describes. Unliie
other industries, publishing is not
obliged to fentmliae around fixed
nsoorces~ of talent or specific areas of
market. While undoubtedly a densely
populated Ontario will always produce
and consume more books than say,
Nova Scotia, there is no longer any
mason (given the advances in print
technology and communications) that
Tomnto should hold a. virtual mc+
nopoly over the publication of books
addressed to Canadians generally.
Tlic mgional organization of Western
publiicrs,if it is taken up by publishers
to other regions, and if the trend is
encmmiged and supported both by
the provincial governments and by
Ottawa, could well bring about a
restoration bf publishing in some form
of regional confederation, from the .
sterile environment of cultural nstionallsm to the fertile regions of cultural
identity. 0
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THRESHING
IN MUDDLED
WNERS

LIKE LIOWAT%

earlier books, thii one
is vit4dly written, keen-eyed reportage.
Like some others, it is polemical,
evocative. provocative - and suspect.
Mowat lived through it personally an episode in 1967 during bis sojourn
on what he pers@ts in calling the
Sou’weat coast of Newfoundland. A
female tin whale was cast up by a
whim of the sea (and watch out for
Mowat’s sloppily emotional and ponderous philosophizing about dat ol’
debbil sea) in a shallow, almost landlocked arm near Burgeo.
The whale - despite its sex nicknamed by newsmen and others “Moby
Joe” - swallowed all the herring available in the small basin and began to
sink into death by starvation. It was
also subjected to ferocious cruelty pelted with stones,shot scores of times
by men with high-powered rifles,
driven into frenzies by young Newfoundlanders speeding around it in
motor boats just for the hell of it,
suffering a deep gash driven into its
helpless hide by a keel. At the time,
Mowat used all his journalistic talent
- and it is formidable - to raise a
storm of publicity against the sadism
that hastened what probably was in
any case the whale’s inevitable death.
His eye-witness account is an awesome indictment of the streak that
lurks in all of us - the urge to move
in like jackals or vultures on a dying
gisnt.prance upon the moribund body,
and scream our manhood in the
prancing and kicking and wounding.
Where the book becomes suspect is
in Mowat’s attempts to put a sociological and philosophical gloss on the
incident. He sets up an emotional
picture of the outports as they were -

all tine, independent sshermen, cliiging
precariously to the rocky shores, all
with respect for animal and marine
life, and all crackerbarrel philosophers.
Well, anyone who has b&n in Newfoundland knows that these things are,
by and large, reasonably true. But
when he writes that as. recently as
1957, “men and boys were still fishing
in open, 17-foot dories in winter
weather of such severity that their
mittens often froze to the oars,” and
then equates this with some obscure
form of human dignity, I fail to
follow him.
Let’s put down some of the rest of
the facts: it was a miserable life, with
the sea taking mtiy med, alid.accidents
maiming others. The tiny outports,
with inevitable inbreeding, produced
the inevitable results of that. Diet was
inadequate; ailments stemming fmm
bad nutrition were commonplace. The
odd cheerfulness of the outporter is
more a tribute to man’s stubbomnen
in clinging to a bad thing once he
thinks he’s stuck with it than anything else.
Mowat will have none of this. His
villain in the piece is, for God’s sake,
Joey Smallwood. It was Joey, you see.
who”decreed” the end of theoutports
to turn the sons of the sturdy fishermen into wage hands at places like the
fish-packing plant in Burgeo. Mowat
detiounces the “‘slave” wages of 10
or 20 dollars a w&k. and in almost
the same breath says it was these wages
that enabled the young men to buy
the rifles and outboard motorboats
which were their tools in the savage
killing of Moby Joe. Modern life
breaking down the old ways? It might
be noted that these are the sonsof men
who went out to the ice pack, clubbed
baby seals, and skinned them while
they were still alive.
To this farrago of Rousseauvian
nonsense,, Mowat adds the romantic
notion of a “whale nation,” pursued
and persecuted by the human nation;
in his view the huge mammals think
their own dark thoughts as they plough
the deep. His proof that they think?
Well, it’s obvious, because wz can’t
understand their thoughts. The same
argument could be applied to a stone.
Despite all that, it makes mostly
fine reading. Just be suspicious, and
remember that Mowat couldn’t hack

the outports himself after a couple of
seasons, and returned to be a kilted
enfantterribleon the mainland. q
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DREAMY
SATURDAY NIGHT AT
THE BAGEL FACTOW
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DONBELL
McCieLhd& Stenwt
cloth$6.95:208pqL-s
reviewed by

Gordon Black

MONTREAL’S CLASH Of FrenchandEnglish has spwned a strange Third
Culture,part ethnic, part underground;
part earthy, part mystic. Don Bell’s
exuberant excursion into fantasy journalism breathes the frenzied dance of
life into maybe two or three of its
many offbeat characters, and infuses a
warm sentimentality into a couple of
its choicest locales. But the book’s a
bit ulieven, the journalism soon wears
thin and the author tends to stereotyping and no-holdsbabamd reverie.
These are flesh and blood people.
I have known the painter Luigi Scarpini,
“the gentleman Bohemian from Pemgia”
since 1960. Never has he expressed
the slightest desire to become mayor
of his native city. Yet this petty am
bition is made to dominate the entire
sketch. Passages like:“The concubines
and maidens are waiting too, with
their legs spread wide open.. _He.. .
the real mayor of Pemgia, will be
flying angel-winged over the ‘Appian
way. and as the tmmpets are sounded
gloriously in the sweet Italian mom.
as lightning jolts the earth, he ‘will
enter into the city . . . “have nothing
to do with Luigi.
Bell should have made much more
of Scarpint’s Montreal harbor forays,
his shipboard feastings with captains
and crews, his $10 cars, his love affair
with Scandinavia, his political discos-
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GOODIS
Gl?ACIOUS

sions. from the fall of the Roman
ems whirr, tapes spin, miomphones
Empireand rise of the Papacy to Inside intrude, film techniques louse up
gossip about the Union Nationale and
promising d$ptions
. . . and everythe Ottawa Conservatives.As for holdwhere Bell plays the virtuous newsing office, nothing less than Caesar’s paperman with his disorganized notes
post would suit him.
and $50 handouts to needy interThe far less complex Balloon
Man
viewees. Third Culture photographer
is a tour de force of poetic realism. John Max is draggedinto almost every
Ecll sees his “pageant of’ balloons
piece, yet the only illustrations are
flutteringin bright ecstacy above shop ’ some infantile drawingsby David John
p:rs heads” (outside Woolworth’s)as a
Sharv.
symbol of the new Montreal. It might
In future Bell must choose.between
also symbolize escapism fmm the culpure fantasy and realistic reporting.
ture clash - just as the author’s Anti- S&r&~ Ntght at the Bagel Factory
Serious Society foolhardily infiltrates straddles a thin line between the two. 0
WEALL HAVBOUTo&onionsof the ads
the 1969 McGillconfrontation with a
that assailus ewy day, but most of us
sign reading “After the riot, eat at
don’t know much about the people or
Joe’s:’
the companies that make all these
Behind his rubbery image and raspy
commercials. Jerry Coodis sets out to
tw fa quartuh.” the balloon man is
a hermit. NoI invited to his apartment,
remedy this deficiency.
As president, co-founder and part
EelI fantasizes the poor man to death,
imagining his pad as one gigantic
owner of Goodis,Goldberg,Sow Ltd.,
the sevwth largest Canadian-owned
b;illoon - balloons on the ceiling, in
agency, he feels he has the credentials
his bed, in the refrigerator, in the dish
to tell us about Canad~n advertising
rasher. By the same analogy he might
and its problems. However, he does a
see Toronto’s buck-toothed mayor as a
much better job of telling us about the
rabbit living in a hutch. indulging in a
rise of the Goodis agency than he
nightly lettuce orgy.
Another good character is Eddiedo-nothing Baker. Eddie’s indolent life
and keen cerebration in cafes and
belov-gound cafeterias is amusingly
drawn. But is it so unusual for a
philosopher-poet, arch memberof the
gallery
Third Culture, not to seem to do very
much? The constant “bong.. . bong . . .
bonging” makes for powerful imagery,
but turns Eddie into a robot. One of
Bell’s cruellest weapons is onamataA magnificentart book representirrg
the work of 1.25 Canadian
poeia. Color him Ding Dong.
artists in 127 full cofow plates end 72 black and rohib.
Thetitle story is warm and humorous. Everyone drops into the bagel
factory after the Saturday night show
for a rich honey-soaked bagel (a kind
of crisp Jewish dougb9ut). lime to
slough off the week’s cares, enjoy
m&oh-ball philosophy, flirt with the
upstairs widow, josh with the owner.
There’s little cruelty: the bagel’s a
symbol of hod luck and the life cycle.
Other scenes have been done better
by Runyon. Saroyan and Tom Wolfemoochers, baseball players, gy@8ies,
theatrical agents, pop singers, godfwaks, cafe society. Them’s one symClarke lnoin/ Canadian Publishers since 1930
pathetic portrait of a nestler and his
agent. though.
Unfortunately in many sketches
the media murders the message.Cam-

veaprivkz%e
pic%ure
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does .of informing us of the Canadian
advertising scene.
His description of how he started
his agency and its rise to fame and
fortune is both fascinating and informative. He tells us that the “Goodis”
brand of advertising is bared on respect
for the consumer: something he learned
as a child in that “rotvdy stvarming
ma of Toronto that is looped by
Bloor, Spadina, King and Ossington.”
It was here that he picked up his
dry critical humour, which makes this
book worth reading. His description of
some of the TV commercials lvarms a
consumer’s heart; my favourites are
his comments on Josephine ‘:the dyke
plumber”and the”blond capon.“better
known as The Man? from Glad.
Unfortunately. his discussion of
Canadian advertising is less satisfactory.
He makes his points ii an easy-to-read
and sometimes humourous fashion -

but important thingsare left unsaid or
a~ glossed over.
For example, he insists that advertising must be truthful, tasteful and
humane but he does not tell us how w
can get such advertising. At one point
he seems to imply that it is up to the
advertisers to insist that their agencies
produce such advertising; but it’s difticult if not impossible to produce good
ads for poor products.
Experience suggests that manufacturarswill not withdraw such products.
On the contrary, more and more
dubious products Seem to find their
way onto the market. As long as there
isa profit to be made, some advertiting
agency will produce commercials for
such dubious products as vaginal deodorants;wvewill belucky toget honesty
and taste from such wmmercials.
In his demands for better advertising,
as well as in his comments on the

media and the American take-over of
Canadian advertising agencies, Goodii

stopsshort ofsuggesting any significant
change in the system. In vieiv of his
success in the current system, this is
not syrprising. But it does leave his
arguments unfinished.
Goodii is aware of his ambigious
position. He finishes his book with the
note that when the young to go the
barricades, he will be with them, “if he
can ge.t a sitter.” This left me with the
feeling that Goodis, lie most of the
advertising agencies, will go lvhere the
profit is. It’s to be hoped that honesty
and taste are compatible with prokit;
if not, w all knorv;vhat will go.-0
ROBFARRELLYis a 6mi1crmarket
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PAGINGMISTER TRUDEAU
IN THE Trudeau Industry, if nowhere
else, unemployment is down. If that
is a predictable trend of election season
publishing, so is a degree of inflation.
The industry feeds at such times on
topicality, real or imagined, with
quality often running second.

provide such assessment. They’re seasoned and careful Trudeau-watchers.

How many of these publishing
boomletsare useful? What, now, do tve
want to read about the PM? Not,
surely, more of his speeches - even
the elegant ones. And certainly not
witless photo-gags about his presumed
licentiotisness. egoism and advancing
baldness.

In Cambridge Bay, for instance.
where Aictic Eskimos are being drawn
into increasing dependence on the
money ewnomy, Wilson salv Trudeau
look at the pckaged breakfast foods
stacked in a settlement and falter in’
his assumption that modernization
necessarily improves the life of the
natives. “You vmnder why wz are
doing all of this,” he said. At the end
of the tour, Wilson concludes, Trudeau
did not know ho\v the danger to
Eskimos could be avoided . . . “but
alone among Canadian prime ministers
he had gone out to fmd lvhether they
were in danger.” A plus there.

No, the wnsumer, I’d guess, is in
the market for straight political assessment. The sycophants have given him
enough Trudeau, Philosopher King,
the polemicists enough of TrudeauMephisto. This is a real man. He’s
been running the wuntry four years
and is asking - now - for another
four in the job. HOWwell, how badly,
has he performed?
Antony WestelI, Ottawa columnist
for the Tomnto Star,and \V. A. Wilson,
Ottawa editor of the Montreal Star,

_...-

Wilson’s book, a frank election
“quickie:’ moves briskly through 14
aspects of the Trudeau years and
delivers revealing vignettes of the Prime
Minister at avork.

Reviewing the War Measures period,
Wilson quotes a speech Trudeau delivered to the Liberal wnvention one
month after the crisis, a time, in the
author’sjudgment,for”wbtdmgdovm”
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Canadian tension. Trudeau used the
ocmion for a repetitive attack on
FLQ terrorists-“throwbacks; obsolete
dark vestiges of prehistoric animals.. .
the tailings of history.”
Such words. says Wilson, would be
justified if used to rally a frightened or
uncertain nation. Coldly planned for a
political meeting weeks after a traumatizing crisis, they were “an in&mmatory appeal to emotion,” part of
*a mood of controlled hysteria.”
A big minus.
Wilson’s final chapter is called ‘The
Viion Darkens.” After four years of
pov:eer. the leader who emerged as a
“genuinely contemporary man” interested in enlarging individual liberty is
musing on the menace of disorder and
society’s need for more individual selfdiscipline. “He is an elitist who rose to
power as a populist, and then reverted
to his normal approach to the world
around him.”
Antony WestelI’s book, more, ambitious, more orchestrated to large
national themes. is of more than pssing
elrcroml interest. Approaching his subject with immaculate fairness, he draws
the political sores of Trudeau rule into
daylight with the gentle persistence of
a careful surgeon peeling off bandage.
Always understanding, even sympathetic.\Vestellyet shows that Trudeau’s
promise of I968 has not been fulfilled.
Udder “participation” in government
has “barely begun.” Canada’s economy
has operated in ‘entirely conventional”
ways. ‘Tinkering” with the constitution has led nowhere. And national
unity - the challenge that launched
Pierre Trudeau four years ago - is
more remote than ever.
‘National Disuniq” is a fme chapter - a perceptive account of the rise
and fail of Trudeau’s policy of One
Canada with Two Oficial, Languages.
It was promoted with enough power
and skill to smash “two nations” and
“special status:’ to discredit any idea
of a half-way house between federalism
and Quebec independence. It was a
political winner. Yet its impact on
Quebec was a barren polarization. The
political middle was ripped out, leaving
Trudeau and Rend Ldvesque to glower
across a chasm.
Rathersurprisingly.\steU
nowhere
suggests that perhaps Trudeau, lie
many an ideologue,misjudged his time,

that a formula that could conceivably
have excited the Quebec contern
poraries of Louis St. Laurent might
hold little meaning for those of
Bourassa and Castonguay.
Bruce Thordarson’s study of Trudeau’s foreign policy is for a more
specialized audience. though it echoes
the others in one interesting way. Even
in foreign affairs, it shows, the Trudeau
period was marked by a. deceptive
appearance of radical change, without
much substance to match.
Comwwtions

with Canadkmr is an

authorized compilation of “segments”
of Trudeau speeches and interviews.

.----
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promise to do a bookabout me.

Though superior rhetoric, they read
flatlywhen divorced from their speaker
and context. Mat of them are soBloquies before reverential hearers - not
conversations.
I Never Fmmised You a Rose
Garden is a caption-bubble picture
book I found tasteless and unfunny.
Perhaps it represents the cheap-andnastiest product line from this year’s
Trudeau Industry. By fuddle. I hope
it does. 0
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THROUGH THE DARK
GLASSILY
‘i-l-E GREAT CANADIAN NOVEL
HARRY J. BOYLE
Doubleday
&clolh
$6.95:343pages

firstreaction to the
title is to wince. Surely whahat
we have
here is parody. The search for this
Northwst Passage of literature has
become a joke in such bad taste that
even Spring Thaw dropped it from the
repertoire years ago. But no, Boyle is
in passionate earnest. The Great Cow
dim ~Voveiis about a man preoccupied
with The Great Canadian Novel who
one day fmally decides to stop talking
about it and write it. Significantly, he
arrivesat this decision during a weeklong binge in New York and executes
it during a week-longdrying-out period
in Mexico. \Vhat do they know of
Canadawho only Canadaknow.. . ?
It is also about a man struggling to
come to terms with three obsessive
forces: a\vakening nationalism, halfabandoned Roman Catholicism and
omnipresent alcoholism. It is about
growing up io a Prairie whistle stop,
runningaway from poverty,and msking
it in the big city. It is about ihe
banalities of the advertising business,
the prosiitution of the CBC, the
temptations of the Big Apple. It’s
about sex and faith and drugs and lost
innocence and what it feels like to be
50 in 1970 and too many other things.
It is not The Great CanadianNovel
or even a Great Canadian Novel. It’s
just a good novel, with virtues and
flaws lie any other good novel. And
God knows, that’s achievementenough.
Shane Donovan, well-known Toronto advertising lush, pillar of fhe
NonentityClub.fatherofwild-flowered
toilet paper - “wipe your faony with
a pansy” - is in the middle of the
journey of his life. Next stop: New
York, to be f&d by his peers as the
first Canadian to win the coveted
Hiram AIdred Award (a naughty dig
by Boyle) for creafivity. An esprit de
m ccttms, mm

corks prevails. For five east-side,westside days Donovan is more or less
smashed all around the town. Between
gulps he managesto get laid, try drugs,
talk incessantly about Canada, help
precipitate a suicide and torture himself with memories of sins past.
What Donovan is suffering from is
a dyspeptic conscience concerning his
existence. Echoing the slob in the
Alka-Seltaer bnunercial,. he can’t belive he’ lived the whole thing with
sb little to show for it. Sour scenes
frbm all his yesterdays keep eructing
like morning-after heaves, One of the
strengths of the novel is the skill with
which Boyle shifts his straightforward
dramatic narrative between time zones,
juxtaposing past and present for maximum effect. Although the descriptive
w@tingis flat, even embarrassing.. .
obliviousto the people in
the lobby. It was as if he were SW
pended in a timelessvoid.
He was

. _ . Boyle has a good ear for dialogue
and much of the story unfolds in crisp,
truncated admen’s jargon. We believe
in the situation, share the tensions
mounting up around Donovan.
Unfortunately. and this is a fundamental nreakness,it is almost impossible
to believe in Donovan himself. Oh, all
the background is there. If anything,
we’re given more than we want to
know about what is supposed to have
shaped his characler, what makes him
tick. But it doesn’t add up.
This is a falling-down drunk. He
blacks out every now and then for lost
weekdays. Hi doctor tells him he Is
“‘pitchingfor membership in the Craw
yard League.” Yet is he ever a bore,
let alone a boor? Hardly at all. In fact
he is venerated as a philosopher-king
by everybody who knows him (except

his wife and a neurotic anti-Canadian
rival). Lubricated, he becomes more
lucid. In moments of alcoholic impotence, he can still ejaculate witty
metaphysical seeds; $20,00Omarketiog
ideas are pulled out of a Scotch-andsoda mist; he is altogether too smug
about knowing what’s right and rwong
with the world !o justify the crisis of
confidencehe seemsto be experiencing.
Donovan. in other words, is in the
tradition of Shawv’spathetic fallacy a mouthpiece trying to passas a human
being. Boyle obviously had a multitude
of ideas he wanted to get off his chest.
By loading them all onto poor Donovan, he splits the personality he is at
such pains to bring to life. Toward the
end, Donovan-Boyle is UtemUy reduced to speechifying in order to
hammer some of these ideas home:

-

‘,.,

America is tad. Roe being a benefactorofmankind in the post 193945
years, it bar moved to where it is
regardedas amo~presor _ . . S;ld,too
- is my counuy. Becausev&s it
has the opportunity like a younger
brother to avoid the mistakes of an
olderone, it is often traumatizedand
fascinated either into easy rcquiescence or imitation. Instead of developing those eniwe qualities with
wbkh heritaee and environmenthave
endowed us. we ate too often passive
and defeatist. . .

(Give ‘em hell. Harry, and damn the
platitudes.)
Sad, too, is i% Great Canodcjn
NoveL Becauseall the nationalistic and
political moralizing, none of it any
fresher or more profound than the last
issue of M~~cleannb
is just so much
damp wood. \Vhat keeps this book
flickming, sometimes flaring, with true
literary heat are the passagesdescribing
Donovan’s bouts with the bottle. It’s
all there - the little Ii&, ihe humiliations, the thirsts that breed thirsts,
I
the retching and the slow ruin of
relationships- mixedwith the honesty,
!
conviction and understanding of
motives that distinguishesgoodcreative
writing from moonahine.
.’
The reason this book miraculously
survivesits title is that it refutes itself. I
The& is no such thing as The Great
Canadian Novel. There never was and
them never will be. There are just .
novels about people. Some are good
and some are bad and some of both .
will continue to be written by and ;‘
1
about Canadians.0
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‘AMENDED
GENDERS

The economic dependence of woses ftiy grounded in the realities of
men, the smugacssof the comfortablylife in the United States. Only the fit
here isn’t always perfect.
, marriedfemale, the drudgery of neverendiig housework - all these subjects ’ Distinctionsbetween women’srights
she attacks with relish and energy.&
and women’s liberation, the radical
feminist perspective versus th&Marxist
politiil r$ical,she is at her be$t when
IN TIMES LIKE THESE. demo!ishing.the time-sanctified cliches analysis of a class society, conflicting
NELLIE&LUNG
ideas about what to do next - all this
and prejudices inevitably trotted out
University
of TorontoPres
ferment is well-represented. There is
by the keepers of the’status quo. And
ppu $2.95;12; p5ge.S that, according to the more recent
also a bibliography of writings by and
Women Unite!, makes her an agitator
about women. And yet (my one real
WOMEN UNITE!
vxRrovs for women’s rights rather than a be- qualification), it’s all so terribly dreary.
liever in women’s liberation.
Perhapswhat we need now is a bit mode
CanadianWomen’sEducatiormlPresr
Qnper$3.00:191pages
The’laudable aim of WomenLbdtel
of Nellie McClung’s keen sense of
is to provide Canadian materials for
ridicule and her engagingbuoyancy. 0
those women dedicated to the idea of
~~=wcdby Slonn Reynaud
Upention in a Canadian context. Up
till now, almost all the models have
THEPASTtiva years have see” a great
been American, with strategical analy.
surge of writings by women, for
women, about women. You can now
walk into almost any reasonably wellstocked bookstore and see‘at least a
whole shelf devoted to books lie
Shulamith Firestone’s The Dialecticof
Sex, Caroline Bird’s Born Female,
SURVIVAL: A Thematic Guide to Cahadian Literature
Robin Morgan’santhology Sisterhood
hfARGARETATWOOD
is Powrfd. So we ail have heard about
Anansi
EmmeUne Pankhu&. Mrs. Bloomer
cloth S&SO.
pq~?r33.25:300prger
and Carrie Nation. But who is Nellie
MeClung?
The Universify of Toronto Press
rwicwd by Fraser Sutherland
has fdled that particular gap in our
knowledge by reissuing
In Times Like
R’rese, first published in I91 5, by one
A RUSHED
QUALITY
pervades AtsurvivetivesCanada the image of a
of Canada’s best-known feminists and woo& often-commendable guide to
“collective victim.‘! The victimization
social reformers who also happened to
is manifested in four “Basic Victim
the themes of Canadianliterature. Not
be “the only woman at the Canadian that she rashes to judgment; her conPositions.” Condensed somewhat,
War Conference of 1918, an ML,Ain a clusions are consistently well-founded.
they are:
Alberta, the fust woman &mber of
Nor is there any si8n she has neglected
One, the denial that your experience
the CBC’sBoard of Governors, and in tier homework: she has read and, fai
is that of a victim.
1938aCanadian delegateto the League moIe important, assimilated a great
Two, the assertion that you are vieof Nations.” A careful reading of her many books, evan if one finds a dii
timiaed by some paterforce,e.g. fate.
arguments for women’s rights shows proportionately largenumber of Anansi
Three, the acknowledgement that you
how she managed to get everything titles among those she considers. Inare a victim, but that the,mle is not
done: with zest, with disarming and
deed, the only Anansi author who is
inevitable.’
deceptively effective wit, and above not discussedatlength - regrettably Four. the assertion that you are a
all with a lo&al working out of a few is the ‘outstanding Canadian poet,
,“creative
non-vidtim.”
basicprinciples.
novelist ,and critic Margaret Atwood.
As a way of Life,the last is preferable
Unlike many feminists today, she The prevalence of Anansi titles is of
to the others. Atwood says, though it
felt that “every normal woman desires co!use lie !ajor flaw - so long as the
does not .necessarUyproduce the best
cMdren” and saw this nurturing “in- books she selects bear out her thesis.
work of art. With that fact firmly8xed,
stinct” as proof of female superiority. For themost pd they do.
U&g her opponents’ concessions on
The thesis,simply put, is that !‘every’ she takes the reader on a tour of the
constants in Canadian literature - a
this point, Mrs.&Clung boomeranged, kmmtry or culture has a single unifying
litany of losers: frozen explorers,
their arguments about women’s,purer and informing symbol at its core.” For
toppled moose, futile heroes, starved
natures by reasonably suggesting that
America, it is “The Frontier”; for
Indians, barren wives, and paralyzed
creatures possessing such admirable England,“The Island”; and for Canada,
artists.
traits were desperately needed @ the
“Sunrival.”The obsession with survival
The model is ingenious,and flexible
worldof action where men had bungled and the persistent inability of persdns
and groups in Canadian’literature to
enough ti encompass everythbig she
everything so badly.
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considers. But one wishes she had
chosen evocative phrases - as &e doei
in her splendid comparisons of national
symbols - rather than numbers. On
occasion, mercifully rare, the book
reads like an Arthur Murray dance
In consequence
one fmds
INO”.
assages like this:
. . . then comer a point at which
ree& yourrclf as a vicfimired animal
- “amlug your condition, as the
crucial step fmm the ignorance of
Position One through the knowkdp
of Porkion lXvv0 to the relf-respect
of Poriiion Three - ca” become the
need to see yourself ar a victimbed
animd. and at that poinl you will
be locked inlo PositionTwo, unable
to go nay rurther.

if a pun may be Forgiven, is circumlocutory prose. As the book goes
on, the references to Positions become
fewer, as if Atwood herself were
growing tired of the device.
Atwood never tires of asides. Some
of them are delightful. Commenting
on the role of animal victims in our
literature, she says, “Irving Layton’s
Y&I’ is a meditation on a Frog he has
himself killed with an air-rifle; prisumably the title makes the frog his
brother.” Others are frivolous; after an
Edmund Wilson quotation she parenthesizes, “(Right on, Edmund.)” Most
annoying are the numerous road-signs
she inserts: “(See Chapter Nine for
more Failed artists.)” Such asides are
a sure indication the writer is improperly co-ordinating her material.
Another hint of a bumpy surface
is the set of quotations - as many
as six - with which she prefaces each
chapter. Surely most of these would
have been better inwrporated into the
text. The same stricture applies to’tlie
appendix, she sometimes scotch-tapes
to a chapter.
Perhaps the most conspicuous strwi
total tic is - to use Atwood parlance The Hungover Lecturer Syndrome. The
syndromes are introductory phrases
like: “So Far we’ve been looking at . . .
Now we’ll look at . . . Thii chapter
looks at . . _ In the last three chapten
I’ve been talking about. . .” This kind
of thing is all very well for a Grade B
English professor but it has no place
In prose by a writer of Atwood’s
calibre.
In some respects, Margaret Atwood
is Canada’s answer to the prolific
American. Joyce Carol Oates, though

on the’whole, I think, a better writer.
Gates trades ?n her high-tension se&bility; Atwood on her superb intelligence. All the more reason why thii
book - good as it is - ought to have
been better. The wisp precision of her
poetry and fiction is missing here.
though her analysis - informed by the
work of George Grant and Northrop
Frye - is challen~ng! witty and stirnolating. Other reviewers undoubtedly
will amply and justifiably praise her.
It’s my contention. however, that
Attid’s
brilliant ideas and conslderable wit are dispersed in a Form just
sliitly better than slipshod. 0

This,

With most of these people, simple
awareness of the book will prod them
to check it out. The general reader,
though, will most likely pass over this
small offering. And why .not? WXat’s
in it For him?
People, mostly. Stimulating people.
There’s the laie director Sir Tyrone
Guthrll who writes here as though he
were sharhlg special memories,. alive
with enthusiasm and humor, over an
after-dinner cognac. His section deals
with the pregnancy and birth of the
Avon tent theatre, a good story inany
reporter’s hands, but through his Rcounting of it, much more. The breezy
informality (“goodish going”), the
altertness Forodd details (the behaviour
of sparrdws in the rehearsal shed), the
memory for good anecdotes (the trials
of Skip, the Tent- Man), and the
directness of the presentation (“In
Canada it is idle to expect many people
to have had professional [dramatic]
experience except in radio’) - alI
combine to give rich texture to the
narrative thread.
Then there’s Robertson Llzivies,who
“begr to be regarded not as a critic but
as an informed lover af the theatre.”
Fair enough, For his discussion of the
plays is less a guided tour than a
“showin@round.” Like Guthrle, rather
than lecture about Facts, he confides
enthusiasms about people. I-Ill emphasis, thereFore,is more on the players
than on the plays, more on audience
reaction than on criJical assessment,
more on the creator than on his
creation.
It is too early For nostalgia about
what still seems to be a brash, youthful
theatre. This ls instead a’commemoration, atmospheric rather than judicial,
which allows intervening years to dlk
solve without crystallizihg into longrange perspective.
Moreover Davies is not a picker of
tits - the occasion stirred him to rethink not only the first season, but also
the’arts .in Canada, the role of the
director, the universal attraction of the
villain, the merits of modern-dress
productions, violence and sexism then
and now, the requirements of comic
acting, Was Shakespeare a snob? and so
on and so on. Side trips in this pmFusion are lethal lo a .$ense of dinetion, but thls is not a reference work;

REFLECTIONS
FROM
.OWR-AVON
RENOWN’AT
STRATFORD
TYROM? GUTHRIE dt
ROBERtiN
DA VIES:
with dmwings by
GRANTMacDONALD
Clarke, Irwin dt Co.
ctorlr$9.50;illustmred:I28 pages
,&nvd

by Wilder Penfield 111

~Y)RWHOMis a book subtitled A Retord of the Shakespeare Festival in
&II& - 1953 being reissued?
It is For the 66,000 people who saw
Richard III or All’s Well That find8
Well that tint season, many of whom
missed the first edition.
And For the millions who have
visited Stratford theatres since, accepting their existence ‘as the natural
course of things, without realizing how
close we came to never having them.
And For students of Shakespeare
of his less Familiar plays.
1
And Fordevoteesof dranziingencral
who know little of theatre crafts In
this countp.
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it’s a conversation, and it’s the company that counts.
And Snally there’sGrant Macdonald,
au artist who cares about people.
Twenty-four colour-stsined dm!$ngs
of characters i” the first t\vo plays are
here, and in. many cases the personalities of the aciors seem to rise
from the psge. To get to know them is
to have a feeling for the kind of excitement that only live drama can ‘bring.
It is Maedonald who makes of this.
bound collection of essays a coffeetable book for &ail but proud coffeetables. It is Davies and Guthrie who
make of this art book an entertainment
with lasting savour. 0
of the edilorial staff of Ruinbow.
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DA VID WALKER
Collins

cloth $5.95;

ISS&mges

A STRANbER’IN
MY OWN COUNTRY
GLEN FRANKFURTER
LOngrmrn
cfoth $8.95: 288 w
LITERATURE.

LIKE LIFE, &

“Ot fair.
Mr. Walker, best-know” for GemrUe,
has dashed off a flip piece of fantasy
about ecological disaster. The writing
_is pedestrian, the characters puppets.
Mr. Frmkfurter has realixed a nom.1
about a one-man company tow” in
northern Ontario at the begbming of
the 1950s. The atmosphere is convincing, the writing is often inspired
and the people live. It is a far
deeper book than Walker’s, a multi-

diinensional evocation of an important
part of the Canadian experience.
Yet alight and slipshod as it is,
7%~Lord’s Pbzk &eon has i curious
eleirating power that obscures its defects; while A Stmnger In My Own
County, for all its loving cmftsmanship, SonIehow lacks the’ emotional
punch its v&us assets should have
delivered.
We don’t believe in Walker’ssituation for a minute. A lethal 4gae has
turned the ofcans pink and most of
the earth grey. As far as we know,
humanity sutvives in a verdant, f&hwater valley in New England. By
contortions of plot mechanics, Walker
eontriws to make one family of survivorsblack and the other white. Moreover. through further contortions, they
have regressedto superstitious peasants
in the space’of one generation. Then
out of the northern skies spluttno an
airplane carryingjolly Edkimo missionaries. Apparently there is still chili&ion up beyond the Dew Line. _.
So far so ridiculous. What happens
next defies logic. But Iii all fairy
tales, the plot generates its own
fascination. We are led wilih~glydown
thegardenpathofWalker’simagination
like children hypuotized by a surrealistic cartoon. Aud when the trip is
over. odd imagesreturn to haunt us.
Frankfurter’s plot is drawn from
that tough Old Testament standby,
the decline of the patriarch and the
return of the extle to bring new life
to the land. David Balster comes back to Sparrow Lake after five ‘years to
repossess his wife and take control of
his father-in-law’s feudal lumbering
operations. A symbol of hope for the
inhabitants, all, gauntly portrayed. he
spends a winter resolving the crises his
mappeamuce t&s
within the cornmunity and within himself. There is

asplendid climax, crackling with cold
and framed In weather-beaten Gothic,

and by spring he is msster of himrclf
and those around him.
&haps the weakness ,bre is that
the structure is too ,perfect, the symbolism too neaf. Frankfurter’s accretion
of detail harks back to Hardy but there
is no brooding pessimismto tug at our
heart. Walkercarelesslyflashes a vision
in the pan ahd for a lucky moment we
are back with Cole&e’s Kubla Khan.
DM
As 1 said, It’s damned unfair. 0
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THE SHOUTING
SIGNPAINTERS
MALCOLM REID

McClelland % Smnwr
cloth S&95: 315 fmges

QUEBEC-ONLY
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The Manifestoes of the
Common Front
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Edited by DANIEL DRACHE
new pm88
plrpcr$3.75, doth $7.95: 279 plrger

CHOOSE
PIERRE ‘VA.LLlERE
(lYeneL Penelope Wini&ns)
new press
elorh $5.95: I12 p4ger

HISTORY OF QUEBEC:
A Patriot’s Handbook
LEANDRE BERGERONand
ROBERTLAVAXLL’
(mnsL Philip London)
New Gwia&Publice~ions
p!lp?rsI.oo:.lllusmucd
r&wed by Beverfey

smith

MALCOLY
RII~‘Stitleis borrowed from
a colleciion of poems by Paul Cham
berland, Z’Af/iehcur k&e’. It refers
to that group of Parti Ris writers
who saw themselelves
as “sign-painters”,
writing political slogans on walls, and
who attempted to amuse. the. social
and political consciousness of their
fellow Quebeckers regarding the state
of colonization affecting all aspects of
their daily lives.
T& author, long active in socialist
movements, and a first-hand observer
of the province’s political scene (as a
biliwal reporter for various Englishlanguage Quebec dailies), takes a very
personal look at the novelists, poets,
dramatistsaudchansonniers whohelped
bring the Quebec left into being during
the 60s. He examines Avrf &is’ role,
both as a political organization and a
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Among the main works of the “literapublirhing house, and shows its eft”le of cololiization” which strengthfectiveness as well as its limitations ln
’ ened Quebec’s feeling of solidarity
reaching.the Quebec populace.
Whatis outstanding about this pres- with the underdeveloped nations of
the world am Albert Memmi’sPortnzit
entation is the sensitivity and underdu colon,%, Fern Fanon’s &tm&s de
standing that Reid, as an Engliih term, and Jacques Beque’s D$o+
Canadian, brings to bear on his subjectsessiondu monde;thus, Pierre Valliims’
matter. Many of the people he speaks
blancs d;am.Sque, as well as
of he knows personally. The author ’ T
describing a concrete situation, follows /
closely examines the family and educaa certain “Third World” literary trational backgrounds of such writers
connecte.dwiththeFizrtiRismovement
dition.
Besidcr the demonstrations, strikes
as Paul Chamberland, And& Major and
and other manifestations of social
Carton Mimn, and outlines the evolumu&t which accompnL4d the growth
tion of their social, political and literary
of revolutionary thought ln Quebec,
ideas. Combining historical documenwe see woven.into;Reid’s account the
tation and personal anecdotes, interviews and well-chosen excerpts from , pubs an!. cafes of old Mont&d with
their bohemian “tivoltds”, English factheir works, Reid skilfully blends his
tories where French-Canadian workers
material to provide us with a vivid
are “colonized” in their language of
depiction of the main forces at work
work. the slums of the East End with
behind the Quebec revolutionary mow
‘their winding staircases and broken
ment.
beer bottles, and the inevitable delinBut Quebec’s revolutionary nationquentswho steal consumer items which
alism is not viewed simply as an
English advertising urges them to 80
isolated phenomenon. Instead, the author is careful to point out some of _ quim.
One of the main preoccupations of
the more important outside influences
the Shouting Signpinier is, in fact,
which helped shape its development.

merry Christmas,.

. .

the “degeneration” of the FrenchCanadian language, due to the influence
of English. The whole first chapter,
ironically titled ‘*Watch out, tu vas
Mere”, is devoted to thii subject. In
it, Reid attempts to interpret, for the
Englishapeakingreader, the pmnunciation andvocabulary of certain common
“joual” expressions, in evevday USC.
The point he is making is that English
words end forms, far from being gram
ful cultural borrowings, signify the
imprint of an English-language industrial system, owned by Englishspeaking Canadians and Americans, on
the French in Quebec. Thus, for Reid,
the role played by PartiRis in intro_
ducing “joual” into Qudbecois litemturn .as a literary medium cannot be
over-emphasized. Jacques Renaud’sLc
Cuss&, the story of a “poor devil”
fmm the &St End, first published by
Parti Ris, marksthe first attemI# by a
Quetiec author to ‘Yell it like it is.”
Renaud, renouncing his ambitions to
be “sub-Faulkner” in Americaor “sub
Robbe-Grillet” in France, chose to be
himself in ‘)oual”, and set a precedent
for other writers who came after him.

books frqm DE,MT
I
LE MORTE DARTHUR bv Sir Thomas Mclorq profusely illustrated in black and white hv Aubrey Bcardsl~ -A facsimile
of the third edition in almcst all respects. it includes c r&
prcductlon cf th8 crininal ccver d?rign rubmltted by the crtirt
with.the title splsndidly drawn but wrcngly s~paltand thwcfcrc
prcvioudy unpublished. Thin, the fourth edition. is t&m$
mmplets YFt published.

CHRISTMAS IN CANADA b” Mary Barber and Flora McPhsrscc
-A portrait of the Canadian Chrirtmsr. patr.and pwnt.‘f~m
se= tc rec. showing how thefinival of Christwin
cur land has
been OwNed in B multitcda cf different wws determined bv
differences cf eustcm and of circumsmna.
paper $250
cloth sA95
CHILD’S CHRISTMAS IN WALES and THE OUTING b” Dylan
Thomas - This dshw edition of Thomas’ two famous books ii
now avaIlable In B clarric’aditlcn.
Gold smborrsd on red
lsahwctrr with matching slipcar& An ideal addition &;F
family library.
..
HOLIDAY MEMORY bv Dylan Thcmsr - Ancthsr jcqc;.~nd
lovingly rcwllectcd plscc! rich in humanity and cbPewat+
Ccmpnion slums to Chdd3 Christmas In A&s & Thes~gg.

THE DESCENT OF WOMAN bv Elaine Morgan -A book sbcct
equality. According tc the Bock cf Gsnmis, God first cmctcd
man. Wcrmr~vmscctordy~n after-thought, but cc amenity. Now
ElaineMc~ganharpurthawhclanoryinros
nswccdenliininp
pnpetiivs.*ThTheauthor’r brilliant ccd myth-rhancring aiaumsnP
7 matched only by her wit In presendng them -will ma&“;
tlii moot militant male chauvinist retreat bsfcm her.
.
’ NATIONAL HERALDRY OF THE WORLD bq Gmffw Brig@
- lllustrct~s in full cclour the ccetwf-srms cf the scverci~n
states cf the world. Their $iriains, slgniflcsnce. cha+&l;;c3
and UIBSB~ fully dlxcasd.

edltcd bv Edmund Ccrpsntcr - Thera i&cc
pclms
include hunter’s chants, judicial drcmbonpr, incantcticnr and
pcwmsuung while wandering in tha hlllr picking berries. Some cm
ageold. cthan spcmacecc.dy imprcvkad.
cloth S4.50
pIpsr $235
ANERCA

GEHIND THE MASK OF TUTANKHAMEN by Barr” &‘2”c A fen mcvlng. Bxcitlng ncrratlvs. full ot suspsms, cs de&bed
by the man who m them - th man who ssw the title
incndible drama cnfcld: c VBw crd9 paw man, who ws net an
archcmlogia but who= vigilance WBI largely respcnrible for
ths hktcric fled.
SS.95

THE LAW MARCHES WEST by Sir Cecil E. Dsnny -A fl!‘sthand ccccunt of the weat msrch of the North-Wart Mourned
Fclics In 1874 from Duffwin, Mccltcba, w the fccthllls of thn
Rockies 1%cna of the most mlcurfcl and stirring mmnts In
Cmcdlan histcry. It is c tale of rtlrrinp cdvcnturc, harmwing
hardshlpr. and great achimmcwas. Its effects on tharutnaquent
dwslcpmsnt cf Wastern Canada were prcfcund.

TAGrE OF ENGLAND: THE WEST COUNTRY bv Thwdora
Fitzgibbon - Sixty 19th Century phctcgraphs cf Wart of
England life and matching recipes, Ccmpanlcn vclume~z~5N
of ScotIan& lbste of haland.

J. M. DENT&SONS
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While Reid’s account is erudite in
its documentation (he provides the
readerwith a bibliography, index and a
glossmy of the FWi.Ris vocabulary),
and methodical in its presentation, it is
far from being dispassionate. The author
does take sides. The people he writes
about are viewed, for the most part,
with sympathy and affection. In this
regard, Reid cites Chamberland’s reply
to a critic who attacks his poetry for
being too “political,” and lacking in
“style”: masterpieces don’t tend to
come from colonized communities,
he’states.
Reid shows his pndllection for
certain Qudbecois writers such as Jacques Fermn, whom he admires for his
humanity and his understanding of
Quebec history and politics; while he
has not much patience with those lie
Hdbert, Ducharme, and Blais, who;
writing in a world of Fantasy, and
often geographically absent From the
Quebec scene, reject regionalism and
anything pertinent to it in their works.
The Shouting S@ptdnten
is an
intelligent, witty, and very thorough
account of Quebec revolutionary nationalism by &I EnglishCanadian who
not only understands it well, but is
capable .oF putting it into a very
readable form For the benefit of his
compatriots, who cannot affordto miss
it.
If. after the Shouting Signpainters,
the reader is still skeptical about the
popularity separatism is &ning among
those concerned about the survival of
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the “French fact” in North America,
two other recent publications, which
are more aggressive in tone, might
drive the point home.

attempt at self-criticism: “The true
revolutionary”, he states, “finds the
right strategy and tactics Forthe existing
objective $ituation . . . ” It is precisely
Quebec, Only the Beginning: The
because he is interested in achieving
Manifesr6es of the Commo~t Front,
the maximum effectiveness in the
edited by Daniel Drache and published
Quebec liberation mbvement, that Valby Toronto’snew press, is the First of a
Ii&es has chosen to reject the termritt
new s&es of mainly political studies . tacties of the FLQ and to join Forces
on Quebec, aimed at “promoting’ tlie
with Red Lecesque’s Parti Quebecois.
understahding of Quebec in English
In Choose, Valligres comes across
Canada”.
as an extremely pragmatic individual.
These manlfestdes preseht a new
He is not so naiire as to believe that
stage in the Quebec independence
independence will be achieved overmovement: a call to workingelass
night, or that it will miraculously
eliminate internal struggles; if the
politics. Fey reflect fhe policy posiChinese, in 1971, acknowledge that
tions adopted by the Confederation of
class struggle hasc’t ended in China, he
National *de
Unions (CSN), the
remarks, it’s a certainty it won’t end in
Quebec Federation of Labour (FTQ),
Quebec on the day bf independence.
and the Quebec Teachars’ Corporation
Nor does Valli&es under-estimate (as
(CEQ), respectively. The very titles
he accuses some OF his fellow-revoluof the manifestoes set the tone: “It’s
tionariesoFdoing)the counteroffensive
Up To Us” (CSN); “The State ls
to independence that can be expected
Our Exploiter” (FTQ), “Phase One”
from English Canada and the United
(CEQ).
States. He sees Quebec’s struggle as
The second publication in the
“Studies Quebec” series is a powerful
only the beginning of a long, hard,
world-wide effort of liberation From
and thought-provoking work. entitled
“imperialism”, and realizes that Quebec
Choose, by Pierre Valli&es. Those
who anticipate an about-face in Valcan never achieve socialism in a
Ii&es political position will be diiap
“vacuum”.
pointed. For the choice is not one of
The theme of colonization and class
the options open to Quebec (separatism
exploitation is given a new twist in the
or no), but of the tactici by which
lighter-veined .Histoty of Quebec. A
independence is to be achieved. For
Patriot’sHandbook.
It is, as its authors
Valli&es. Choose , represents a surpoint out, ‘%lstorical, comical. or
*
passing of. the beliefs he expressed
dramatical (your choice)“.
earlier in White N&gem of America,
The corn&book Format and ‘exand not a betrayal of them. It is an
aggerated illustrations embellish this

Are you interested.
Canadiac writin
I%
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Quarterly of Chnsdian Studies for the Secondary School was
originally intended for high school and univenily students and
teachers. But a lot of other pcopk have been reading it too.
Here’s why: George Woodmck, James Gillies, Peter Regcnrtmif.

#IIIIIIIIIIIII~
GM. 0ni.r. W.L Morton. FierceBerton. Stephen LairSdon, IVatte?
fitman. SuSrne Porsey, U57ltumLee, Ste+n C7arkson.Dtan Cohen. 1
NcarnmnW, Bon Lmkin and many moreprominent
Cfmndin

authoriticrin lhc

social scienar and humsmties.
Their articles have included: Mackenzie Kin6 and the Turn to Social
Welfare *Talk Canadian!* Regional lnequabties and Fededen
Policies* Canada and the Canadian Indians: Whal Went Wrong?*
7311hc
Political Convention Pmocss* and other topics of interest to
people whore high school days are Longbehind them.
If you want to know what all the enthusiasm is about. md us the
coupon below and receive your tiit copy of nte Quarterly immediately. If you do not wish to continue ywr subscription,you
may cancelit without charge.
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tongue-in-cheek version, in ZOth-century jargon, of the rise of capitalism in
Europe. and its transplantation in
America with the arrival of the first
French explorers. Everyone is familiar
with the ensuing evils that this entails:
the fur companies exploit the %oumum de bob” who exploit the “red
men”: the European buyers exploit
the merchantswho exploit the artisans;
the King uses the Church for his own
ends, ‘which, in turn, controls the
“habitants” and the Indians. The colanizers pit Indians against Indians, until

- finally - there’s no one left to be
exploited. No group seems to emerge
unscathed from {MSrollicking version
of Quebec’s history, which fluctuates
to the whims and foibles of tlmse in
power. It makes’easy.bed-timereading,
complete with violence, sex, ribald
humour, and whatever else you might
care to read into it. 0
whostudtedIn
Q&cc and Rance, and nuwfivesin
Toreme,is a translatorandwriter.
BEVERLEV SMITH.

explorers, managers, and money men,
by Macdonalds,Mackenzies,Fleming%
Van Homes and Smiths; the subaub
contractors, the workers in the survey
crews, the navvies, the men who drove
every spike except the last one, go
unnamed as do all the characters and
camp followers along the line.
The gold rush ended a depression,
opened up the North West aud,an age
of prosperity,created new communities
and tripled the size of established ones.
Berton captures the fmnzyafthe time.
but more than that he recreates those
people whom the frenzy attracted from
the ends of the earth,, This is why
Klondike Is Berton at hln best. The
gold rush after.all was a gaudy episode
- from August 17,1896 when George.
Carmack staked his claim on Bonanza
Creek until July 27. 1899 when the
scene shifted to the gold fields of
Nome, Alaska - an episode when
history’s unnamed, those characters
and camp followers, had their hour.
There was the \Rag Time Kid, the .
Montana Kid, and the Evaporated Kid,
Swiftwater Bill, the Sydney Cornstalk,
DiamondTooth Gertie, the Uncrowned
King of Rumania, Vaseline,Glycerine
and Sweet Marieas well as more e&blished feures in the community lie
Sam Steele, the Lion of theYukon;
.
Soapy Smith, and Arizona Charlie
Meadows. At the Pavilion Dance Hall,
the Palace Grand or the Monte Carlo
there was a good chance of rubbing
elbows with the lies of Jack London.
Hamlin Garland, Joaqubr Miller and
Rex Beach and perhaps a’boardmg
house keeper from Toughnut Street
in Tombstone, Arizona, aii ex-marshall
from Deadwood; a gunfighter from
Laredo or even Calamity Jane herself.
You might meet the man who would
own Madison Square Garden, or Grauman’s ChineseTheatn,or the Tanforan
Race Track, or the man who would go
on to make Macktrucks. It seems that
at ‘least one each of God’s hunmu
creatures made it up to the Yukon
in those years and each struts acmss
the pages of Klondike, which is not
our national epic, but certainly our
best tale. 0

8 GOLDa STEEL
i ROUGHDIAMONDS
THE GREAT RAILWAY

ILLUSTRATED

PrERRE BERTON
McCl&nd di Stewart
.clotk$I z50: llluStrat&f:,336pqes

KLONDIKE (Revised’Edition)
PLDRE3ERTOI?
McCleikmd & Stewart
cloth
reviewed

. . . . .._..

Ilbmmted:

472 &M&T

b_v Jim Christy

THE OPENING of the NorthiVest. This
is our great story. The major chapter
being of cmnse the building of the
railway that spanned the continent,
dominated our,history for 15 years
from 1871 to 188.5and made us, in
theory at least, one. In The Marional
Dream and The Lust Spike Pierre :
Berron documented this incredible
story - until just this year and the
start of work on the Road Through
Hell, the Tram-Amazon; Highway in
Brazil - probably the most awesome
construction project of modern times
and shaped it into epic form. Now
them appears The Great Raihvay, a
condensation, with photograpba, draw- ’
brgs and maps, of the previons twp
books. It is an admimble job because
the story of the CPR is made much
more accessible to the general reader
in this shorter version.
In a review of 77re Lest Spike
George Woodcock pointed out that a
better history could still be written.
He meant, of course, a more academic

_

$10.00;

and objective history. Berton as, nporter has told the story in terms of
people, in terms of “human interest.”
Although the two volumeswereexhau&
lively researched and true to fact, a
.standard history would focus more on
the political and 6nancial maneuverings
which Berton has placed in the background.
But thii is of minor significance.
Berton has chronicled our Great Story
better than anyone else, not only the
major chapter of it but also the most,
exciting and colourful one: the last
great gold rush, 1896-l 899. Klondike
is still Berton’sbest book, a fact which
is obvious when reading the new
revised and expanded edition along
with The Great Raihwqz
Both books are tales of adventure
with great numbers of men pursuing
their destinies in a strugglewith nature,
but The Great Railwqy focuses on
leaders, self-made men most of them
but bosses nevertheless. It is a story
dominated by politicians, engineers,

.__... _,_. _.- _.._.________

JIM CHRISW. a journeymanwrit!r
and film-makerfrom the Unlted States
recently-publishedThe New Relugecs.
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DREADFUL
PROSPECT
KNOWLEDGE PARK
STEPHm FRANKLIN
McCleUend& Stewwt
cloth$5.95: 191 ‘&es’

“KnmJer$c rubs ofllike soot OR D dhmey
smuep.“-~anktin(SLephen,n”tBen,p.136)

is this book about?
Remember how dull Waldenlkw was?
And that, at least, had B. F. Skioner
for comic relief. Knowledge Park is
neither 1984 nor Animal Form Few
novels of ideas aspire to Literature.
Theyhave better sense. And the perfect
copout. After all, they are merely
“vehicles” for the superior purpose of
teaching us poor literary yokels something profound. Remember the worst
of G.B.S. Think kindly of the later
Wells fantasies. Repress a giggle for
Stephen Franklin.
How sad to try to write a’novel of
ideas - while lacking any good ideas
to write about. Unfortunately, this
drawback doesn’t stop Mr. Franklin.
Being artful, he obviously sees bounty
when there is only famine. He seems
to be the sort of intellectual who has
to wncentnte hard when reading the
Insight Section of the Toronto Sror.
Nor-should we overlook the corrosive
influence of Maharishi McLuhan.
Franklin didn’t think. of all this by
himself.
This book is about “Knowledge.”
Uh, it sees the necessary interrelatedness of “Knowledge,” “Information,’
“Communications,” “Retrieval Systems,” and ‘Wicrodlectronics.” You
may well wonder why other people
haven’t seen these relationships, too.
They have. They simply haven’t
bothered to contrive a quasi-Utopian
hash for them to squat in.
Besides, most of the gadgets poorly described at best - are quaint
and old-hat to Science Fiction buffs.
Which is not to deny Mr. Franklin’s
effort at least one distinction: he makes
Harold Bobbins seem like a natural,
instinctive story-teller. Consider this
stylistic sampler:
WHAT. OH WHAT.

.
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Long before Canada became the
world’s major pruduar of films aed
videotape cassz.ttesand KUOW~&
park press the dominant print pubSsher, Helsinki prided itself “n the
largest boukshop ia exillenn end a
public librury systemeight times es
great as Canada’s, (p. 16)
The first short monorail line had.
its inauguralrun in the German town
of wuppcrta1 in 1899. Slixty yeal3
later it wss the trlk of visitorst” the
Seattle world fair. In miniaturized
form, it was en outstandlng feature
Of Montresl’s Bx~o 67.
An oil plpctine stretching one
thousand milesTmm the Texas panhandle I” Cbicagu was the talk of
1931. By 1960 Cenrda had cunstnrcted both the longest crude oil
pipeline and the longest natural gy
pipeline in the world. The introduction of solid fmight capsulesand
multipipe were no more than &in*,
mcnls of the system.
Multipipe nol only transported
fieightcapsulesinthe largcstdiameter
pipe, bul also power, coavisl cable.
fossil fuels. water, sewage and recycling slurry in its attached cluster
of smaller pipes? (p. 20)
Say

hello to the hem of this book:
He phoned the 24-hour kltcbens

and ordcmdbreakfast:a largethermos
jug of coUee. brioche, butter and
sume Bulgarianepricor jam. The BuC
brim had mum almonds in it than
any other apricut jam. (p. 135)
Sandadid nut aced to bc equipped
with a noise suppreswrr.She moved
with ” delime and silentgmce, spoke
s”Gly snd had the gift of timeliness.
‘Why is it that the only lovewbich’
lastsisunrequitedlove?“Hanis asked.
“It is nut unrequited. It is only
“nc”nsummrted:’ raid Sande and
moved away fmm the back of his
chair. “Arls is on the piehre pbune,”
she added.
.. _
~“-MYli~lher wuld have lovedvou
too,” said Harris unexpectedly. He
would have. Andy MacNcil hd been
e journeyman printer with two passions in life which were not always
compatible. One wss for Boduni Bold
and.. . (p. 14)

Don’t forget to tell your friends
about this book. Choose one or more
of the following’ to describe the hero:
I. He has the personality of a nonretumtible’beer bottle.
?. He is as likeable as a cancelled
postage stamp.
3. He possesses the depth of a piece
of cellotapa
4. He flashes with the wit and humour
of a’dull pencil sharpener.
5. He sparkles with all the panache of
a rusty coat hanger.
Do I make the hem sound too
interesting? Look at the heroine:
He watched Aria’s face. At sixtytwo sheretsined the tmnslucentem-

pkxion be admired su greeatlythe
day they met. It was ‘58. the summer
they blasted Ripple Rock ““t of the
niurom between the mainland and
Vsncouver Idand; the largest nunnuclear “ndervmter explosion in hie
tory. Harris covered it for the msgasine, Alter he filed his sto’w he took
the weekend 06 to troll for tyee.
Maybe it we%the explosion, but the
kii mlmon weren’t biting and by
diist he put in t” Sointulr. There
was a Annish colonyon the islandand
he hsd newerbeen therebefore. (p 15)

The heroine deserves a few kind
words: quick, recycle her before it’s
too late. I’ve seen better chamcteriz&ion on the back of a totem pole.
Don’t miss this book. No, you won’t
&s it after you throw it into the
fireplace on’ a cold ivinter’s evening
better spent rereading the collected
works of James Michener. 0
I
Ii. G. LEVITCH is a fmeknce writer
from Louisiana who has settled in
Toronto: he has been invulwd in a
writing pmject for the Government
Of Onturio and has contributed tu
Saturday Nigh!.

ARADlCAi
ROMANTIC
i SELECTED POEMS

AL PURDY
McCMkwrd& Srewert
peper$L95;127pa&s

miewd

by

Robert Weaver

READING‘WHROUG”
thii seleCtiOn you
might come away with the impression
that, like some weathered wood fence
nil in an Eastern Ontario township,
Al Purdy has been around for generationa. There is such a permanent and
rooted feeling to his best work. Yet
Pordy is really a poet of the 1960s.
He ppb1ished.a first, fugitive book in
1944, it was more than 10 years before
a second ,small book appeared, and it
wasn’t until PoemsforAl rheAnnettes
in 1962 that he seemed unquestionably
to discover his own voice. As poets go
he has been a slow learner, and maybe
all the better for that.
The mature Purdy .uses a long line
to compose what George Bowetig
calls an “open poem.” His tone is
casual and ironic; he is a romantic
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disguised (thinly) as the anti-romantic
plain man. In Love in a Burning
Building (1970). BIIearlier selection of
poems, he brought together his love
poems and what might be called his
household poems. In this new book are
his historical meditations that move
out from descriptions of what the
early days may have been like in
Roblin Mills, Prince Edward County,
Ontario, to imaginative glimpses even
of the country’s pre-history; and poems
from trawls to Greece and Cuba,
Mexico and the Far Nortti and poems
about public f~ores(Csstro,Kennedy).
“Lament for the Corsets” is a poem
from our pre-history, an elegy for an
unusually tall Eskimo people who weld
extinct by the 14th century:
Someoldhtnter with OIIEfame leg

SlJMMlNG US UP
THE CANADIAN

.

IDENTITY

W.L. MORTON
Universiy of TorontoPress pntxr$2.95; 162~~5

CANADA AND THE IGNITED STATES:
The Civil War Years
ROBIN W. WINKS
HarvestHouse ~/I.T $4.50:432 P@?S

A HISTORY OF THE WAR BETWEEN GREAT
‘BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES
GILBERTAUCHIMLECK
Pendmgon Pren datb $12.95:408~~~s

,

UPtiER C#NADA: The Formative l/ears 1784-1814
G. M. CRAIG

a bearhad chewed

THE UNION OF THE CANADAS: The Grobth Of
Canadian Institutions 1841-1857
3. M. S. CARELESS

THE ATLANTIC
When I re-read “Lament for the
Dorsets” in the Selected Poems I
assumed that it was from North of
Summer, the book that Purdy pub-,
jished in 1967 after a trip to the arctic
on a Canada Council grant and with
the assistance of the Hudson’s Bay
Company. In fact it is from his next
book Wild Gmpe Wine (1968). There
are some fine descriptive poems - and
a good deal of Purdy’s quiet irony - in
North of Summer. but nothing, I
think, quite as lowly and profound as
“Lament for the Dorsets.”
Pordy seems to need to travel and
of course to write poems about his
travels. But the most memorable work
in Selected Poems uwally comes from
his roots in Eastern Ontario or from
that powerful historic@ imagination
that seems to have exploded in him
in recent years. It’s tempting to say
that the Ontario Government should
declare him to be an historical rn&n~ment so that he can work steadily in
Amelissburg taking poems out of “the
places in his mind/ where pictures
are . . .” But what would that do to
Al Purdy’s sense of irony? 0
ROBERT WEAVER is editor of
Tamamkand execuliie head of CBC
Radio MS department.
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PROVINCES: The Emergenceof
Colonial Society 1712-1857
w.s.MchwT

rwiewed by

Glen Frankjiirter

IN BRINGINGout the second edition
of Professor Morton’s The Canadian
Identity the Utiiveisity of’ Tomnto
Press has provided us with a symbolic
cover: a mirror, somewhat clouded,
upon which is incired our heraldic leaf.
In his note for the new edition Professor Morton modestly says that the
book attracted more interest than
expected. But:J am cot surprised at
this interest for.?% CanadianIdentity
is a kind ot moral compass for us and
I should think that -any sensible
Canadian would keep. a copy in bis
haversack as he tries to make his way
out of the woods.
Ironically the bulk of the book was
written for Americans and delivered
as a series of three lectures in 1960
to students of Commonwealth History
at the University of Wisconsin. With
these the author has included his
presidential address to. the Canadian
Historical Association later that year.
Now in thi? new edition he has added
a chapter on the Sixties.

!

The book is a tour de force of hi

torical analysis and compression, cleareyed and comprehensive. It traces for
us the characteristics of Canadian life,
the development and persistence .of
our northern nationality. And it affirms
its moral significance. It is Canada’s
tragedy that the substance of these
lectures, made for Americans, cannot
be taken for granted by Canadians;
that we need them too,and desperately.
And yet I wish that Professor
Morton had not republished them. I
wish he had woven these &me threads
into a new fabric, one less rooted in
its academic origins and, to borrow a
telling phrase of his, one with a _more
ringing tone. The Commonwealth, in
the terms in which Professor Mortpn
discussed it in 1960 hardly exists today.
And the monarchic principle and its
function, the idea of power and responsibility devolving downwards from a
collective and mystical bond, most
surely, in the cold light of the ~OS,
be firmly seprated from the idea of
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Royalty and givena new and e&ential
simply in order to continue it as a saving presence in
Canadian life.
This is, I think, implicit in ‘Pro.fessorMorton’s statement that though
Canadian nationality is rooted in a
Canadian allegianceit “has never been
a country royalist in sentiment ziny
more than Canadian society has remained formally hierarchal in @rueture:‘Neverthelesshe says,“Allegiance
means that the law and Ihe state have
an objective reality embodied in the
succession of persons designated by
Parliament and hereditary right.” It
is these last three words that se6m to
be called into serioirs question today
and one of Canada’s problems is to
secure that succession without the
hereditary right. Such terminology was
obviously useful in explaining to those
American students why Americans,
those people of the covenant, “by
being Americans,are in a measure precluded from understanding Canada.”
But I would have wished for something
that faced up to our national anachronism, if only because it may put off
those who will not look beyond the
surface of what is a most profound
and moving insight.
Since we are.,for now, denied that
ultimate blessing I can only hope that
every honest patriot will find a copy
of The CanedkznIdentity in his Christmas stocking.
Professor Winks’book, Chmz&and
the UnitedStates: TheCivil WarYems,
like. ‘The&tkzdbzirIderztitj was originally published in the United States in
1960. And lie Professor Morton’s
book it seems to me to be much more
useful and important to Canadiansthan
to Americans. What we have he& is a
picture of Canadianlife under piessure
in the years just before Confederation
- the yearq of the .AmericanCivilWar
- pressure caused by being at one and
the same LimeAmerican and British.
Its pages not only document the year
Lo year shifts in pubiic opinion but
dearly show the enormous personal ought we say despotic-power wielded
by the Governor-Genera&in
spite of the,
fact that the colonies had supposedly
achieved responsible government,
Then, as now, our relations with the
United States were more domestic than
foreign and vital concerns for the
interpretation,

colonies and theii governments. But
Lord Monck contbinally decided these
“imperial” is&es for himself and transmitted these decisions to the American
Secretaryof State through the Foreigo
Office‘in London and via the British
Ambassador in Washington. This was
a tremendous limitation of the responsibility of the Colonial governments,
and given the state of transatlantic
communications was intolerably slow
and combersome.
The book reaches its elimawin bne
remarkable paragraph: “The first four
months of IS65 were decisive ones
in tbe history of North America.
Between January .end March the Canadian Parliament...met to consider
among other things the desimbilify of
Confederation and the means ‘of protecting the Canadas from the ‘American Menace.” In April a: delegation
left for London to discuss the entire
question of maintaining the British
connection. In the troubled nation to
the south the same months’witnessed
the collapse of the Confederacy, the
abrogation of America’s first attempt
at reciprocal trade, and the death of a
revend’@der. In these four months
one nation - .the Confederacy - died
and two were born.”
Tbe preceding pages have detailed
the strugglesof British North American
society to thread its way through the
shifting balance of power on the
continent during the civil war years.
Through an indnstrious search of the
colonial press, public speeches and
government despatchesProfessorWinks
shows how an ins$nctive feeling that
a Southern victory would restore the
balance of power on the continent
made the colonials anti-northern. in
spife of. their sympathy for the slaves.
When it became clear the north would
win the Canadians had to_act, to confederate and expand. It is fazzinating
stuff and, thoughthere is littleevidence
of the witty Robin Winks who
fashioned that wonderfully entertaining book The Htitorian IISDeter
fiw, it ic the total mass of the material
that counts and that makes its impact.
In its inexpensive new format I hope
it reaches far beyond the study of the
student and,the specialist.
I am not sure why we needed a
reprint of Auchinleck’s A Histoty of
the WarEetwen etc. etc. and certainly

I’m sure we don’t really need it at
$12.95. Still there are lots of thb~~ we
don’t need .that are offered to ns at
much greater cost so perhaps I ought
not cavil. It’s a reprint, nay a repmduction complete vtb small type and
double columns, of a book published
in 1855, which was itself a reprint of
a series of articles written for the
Anglo-Amerimnmagazineby a British
journalist, an industrious Britishjournalist, who spent less than four years
in Canada’ and then, apparently,
vanished. It is a detailed account of the
war, with lots of “first person” narrative and all presented in the “good
guys and bad guys” tradition so dear
to the hearts of Victorians. Since we
are the good guys and I was carefully
weaned on G.A. Henly I found it lots
of fun. But I’m not sore who else will?
A much more serious businessis the
appearance in paperback of three
volumes in the Canadian Centenary
History Fries. Now if only someone
could persuade Professor Ouellet. to
deliver volume 8 on Lower Canada in
the same period (roughly the fmt half
of the nineteenth century) we would
tive a complete and detailed survey
of the social and political life of settled
Canadaduringitsmosiimportanfyears,
the years when it was being made by
‘hislory. As they stand though. we now
have a lot of expert coverage by three
of the seeded players in the ‘game of
Canadianhistoriography- three books
written with skill, and authority. No
one has any excuse any longer for
ignorance. IJ
GLEN FRANKFURTER’s novel. A
SWz~er In Mj Own Cowmy, has
just been published by Longman and
his revisionof Canadianhistory,Sanefif Dominulion, appeared lasl year.
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PETIT FOUR
ANGEL
ELDOM GARNET
doth $3.95; 64 p4grr

THE SOPOLOBAMPO
POEMS
TIMINKSTER
doth $3.95; 64 plrgrr

BUMBLEBEE
DITHYRAMB

JOEROgEAVLATT
cloth $6.95: I28 wgcr

TALES

GLUES VIGNEAULT
cio1b $7.95; 8oplg.s

AU published by press porcepic
SItlOOthe sd

reviewed
buDouglas Barbour
THIS LATEST small pre+.sadventure

by
Dave Godfrey, unlike new press, is
dedicated to purely creative work:
poetry for the most part, although
perhaps the most interesting of its
first four books is the translation of
Glles Vigneault’s TalesSWLIPoinle
des Pieds. All press porcepic boolis
are hardcover. and they range in price
from $3.95 for Tim Inkster’s and
El&n Garnet’s books td $7.95 for the
Vlleault book. There’s a nice hooker
though: you can get the set for only
$10.00. addi”a a nice three inches to

Eldon Garnet’s Angel is, for me.,
the least interesting of the ldt, despit$
the blurb from press porcepic: “Canadian poets in general have long been
accused of a kind of dull, grey sexlessness - Garnet . . . shows both how
different he is as an individual from
the stereotype of the Canadian poet
and how far Canadian poetry has
moved in recent years towards a confidence in self.” Leavingaside the total
wmngheadedness of the first part of
that statement, I can only say that I
hope Garnet will soon get over his
apparent awe at his own “dEferen&
and get to work on the real stuff of
poetry. The first section of the book,
“‘Superman” is, I hope, a se&s of
lmnicmask-poemsconcerning ablatant
sexual “hem:’ but the poems are. too
obvious, their wit deriving from an
all too unsubtle use of @guage.

“\Vaitl in 31 Parts” is an interesting
sequence-poem which demonstrates
Garnet’s potential as a poet: the short
gnomlc poems manage, in context, to
evoke some fme referential feelings
about being alone, and without’someone special, in an alien landscape. But
Garnet’s gains in this sequence are
quickly dissipated in Part 3, “The One
Wing Angel,” for here, with no indication of irony, he returns to a rather
puerile group-of cocky sex poems in
which the wit tla@ and the rhythms
are flaccid. .
lim Inkster’s T& Topolohmzp
Poems is another fmt book1 and it
suffers from the same faults most.tint
books do; it could be shorter, many of
the poems are blatant apprentice work,
the whole is more interesting for the
promise it shows than for the accompliient
it presents. Yet The TopolobampoPoems is interestin& especially
the long title sequence in which Inkster
attempts to deal with ti private mythology at some length. Some of the
poems in the sequence, “Yet another
lovesong,” ‘With a .22 calibernlkkon,’
and ‘A Festivalof Toxcatl” especially,
are very fine.
As .is everything in Joe Roacnblatt’s
BumblebeeDithymmb,whichis by far
the. most acmmplished and-exciting
book of poetry on,porcepic’s list. with
a number of Rosenblatt’s own witty
and provocative dmwIngs, the book
contains pm&al& every kind of
“poetry” going. It’s fitting that b p
oicholshouldhave drawn the delightful
“Introduction After,” for Rosenblatt,
like nichol, inhabits the area of poetry
known as”border-blur”a good portion
of the time. His drawings,for example,
are really poemxartoons, and many
pf the poems lo the book are chants
and concrete sound poems of one kind
or another. Roscnblatt’sinterest in the
animal world, demonstrated in his first
two books, The LSD Leacock and
WinWtiftheLunaMoth(a few poems
from which are reprinted here for
those unlucky enough not to own the
earlier books), is still the major focus
of his vision. The whole ‘series of.
bumblebee poems here renal a new
fascination with Insect and plant sexuality which is completely delightful.
“The Uncle Nathan poems” and a
number of other fairly straightforward
poems axe also.important, especially

Baa Hive: an elegy
for Che GuLJera:’ and “Cockroach
Poem,” which was written in respome
to the invoking of the War Measures
,Act, they reveala harsh, ironic, political
‘scnsibMty..Tha “Cockroach Poem”.is
a savagelybrilliant attack on Trudeau’s
action, expressed in Rosenblatt’s own
animal-world terms:
Makeyour peucewith the mckmmh
when, as In “Tly

Iifs home grown, bIUn3ud
ws eduated at O.&rd~ the
sorlanne. . . Yak.. .

n=w

fnuzd Ir the ulwntedrtomacb

of middle

Ameria
ringr ‘0 culla&’

-’

with prrrton. . . p6rrionl

As I have already Suggested,Giis
Vigneault’s T&s is an important and
most worthwhile book and itis asp&
dally noteworthy that these short,
sharp, witty sketches have been published ln a bilingualedition, for they are
both simple enough to make a” attempt
at the French versionsworthwhile and
complex &ough to I& the tram&
tion very helpful in getting the feel
of them.
Vigneault is interested in .refashioning the old-fashioned faby tale
and moral tale. He’s also faaelnaied
by the magic of imagination itself,
especially the imagination of mythology and literature. The story of We
Julie and her books, and her sadret
of releasing tha characters from the
books to life, is a deftitive Vigneault
story, I think, enjoyable in itself, but
full of subtle reverberations v&ch
linger in the mind long after the story
has bee” put aside. Indeed, it is very
sitilar to Borg& “fictions,” as am
many of the4e tales, although not as
carefully worked out or argued as the
Argentmian’s gmat works. At any rate,
despite its stiff price, it is a book 1
would unheaitantly recommend. _
TWo out of four is a pretty good
avenge for a brand-new publisher,
especially when the two, Bumiilebee
Dithymmband Tales sur In Poinredes
piedsi BIBso gqod. I hope press pot.
cepic keeps up the good work, for we
need every adventurous publisher we
can get: more power to them all. 0
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PHYSICALEDUCATION
GOING DOWN SLOW

I

JOIiMlUlGTXLF
_-

McCMLmd d Stewwt
cloth $6.95: 1779a9i?s

md+wd byIsaac Bickerstdf
1

rr IS A COMMONPLACB among teachers to the washroom, he is joined at the
of literature that they are so busy
urbials by Mr. Weinhaum, who declares,
tmclz@ the stuff that they never
“So this is where the nabs hang out!”
have time to read it. The fact of the
Precisely.
matter is, however, that given the
The protago&
who has his full
choice most would rather go bowling.
share of foibles - not all of them
Which explains why this witty novel
forgivable, has come to Canada from
about the joys and the miseries of a
England and is still having to cope
randy young high school Eng. Lit.
with culture shock. FortunateI+, howteacher in Montreal is sure to be
ever, there is as consolation the lovely
badmouthed in staffmoms throughout
Susan who is a marvellous companion
the country strictly on the basis of
both in and out of the sack. The two
evidence garnered from book reviews,
of them share a curious reverence for
the allusions of literate students and
pss& pop culture of the order of
the misanthropic gisgles of that one _ Bergman fdms and Pete Seeger song
peckish instructor in every school who
books that suggests the novel is set in
still deli&@ in reading.
’
the mid496Os before Viet Nam became
Going Down SIow is likely to M
dur chief art object and Sergeant
proscribed officially by at least five of
Rpper blew our minds out in a car.
the provincial teachers’ federations on
Susan is wrongly suspected of drug
each of two counts. It depicts high
addiction by ttischool administration
school teachers as the consummate
whenshe and a friend are caught fdling
dullards that so many are and it
an ink cartridge with a hypodermic
presents sympathetically and lionestly
stolen from biology. This would cbna rollicking carnal liaison between the
stitute a false note in a novel set in the
young English teacher, David Appleby,
70s ‘- when any kid with Susan’s
and Susan Haddad, a;clever and atdisposition for bucking the system
tractive person in Grade 11.
would have experimented with all
There are few environments-m&e
manner of chemicals and would be
stultifying than a high school staffsuspicious of anyone who refused to
mom,where the only talk even remoteshare a joint.
ly ,consquential probably concems
Neverthe1ess.m a fictional character
the recent hike in scho61 cafeteria
Susan is a consistently successful creaprices to 25 cents for a full course
tion. The &ghtest kid at Merrymount,
meal. David Appleby, whose gifts
she is a stronewiiled free spirit who in
do not include forbearance, is in
Grade 8 used to keep a gallon df
his second year of teaching at Merrywine in her locker and once broke
mount High School, where, during a
into the Vice-Principal’s oft% to steal
typical lunch hour, “In the Men’s s the strap and the punishment-book.
Staffroom, Henry Jo&trap was armShe skips classes to visit the museum,
wrestling with another o’af; Mr. Marreads good novels rather than work on
golis was talking about his pension;
assignqxnts, and responds to a poem
Mr. Renfrew was reading the answers
on a literature examination with, “I
don’t want to waste my time writing
in the back of the Grade 10 algebra
text; Mr. Bardoliii was extolling to
about bad poetry.” When David adMr. He&y the virtues of the Wonder mires a facsimile of the Quart0 Hamlet
in a shop window, Susan, whose
Book of lJntiend Km wledgewhich he
generation is out. of touch with the
sold on commission in the evenings to
local parents.” When Appleby retreats
Book of the Month Club, says she’d

rather have the paperback. when he
attempts to persuade her that she’ll
need a degree to get a decent job. she
says, “I don’t give a shit. l’dmther be
a secretary ot work in Eaton5 I’d
exchange a piece of my time for
Monet - and that’s all. And then they
can’t. touch me.” As for university:
“Look, I was born on Drolet.in the
east end; right? And I’m not going to
let anyone turn me into a nice middle
class McGill girl who knows all about
Shakespeare’s fuckiig will or some
bunchofhoneshit.“Aexact
rendering
of the feeling and the language of our
most perceptive j!veniles.
David’s own response to The System
is considerably, more ambivalent. On
the one hand,’ he is bedazzled by
security and sOme of the good things a
teacher’s income can purchase. On the
other, he is temperamentally unsuited
to following the rigid, priggish and
unimaginative guidelines established by
the Greater MontrealProtestant School
Board. He snitchesunfstslogued books
from the school library to ‘give to
Susan and the three students in his
Grade II classes who read. He
decorates his room in which he lives
with lewd photdgraphs from The Family of Man includingone of a pregnant f I
woman lying on a bed and another of a
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family of Australian aborigines. He
insists on supplying an aU%iOUS class
that wants% know only what’s going
to be on the final exam with all the
material bowdlerized from the authorized school edition of i’lvo Solitudes.
There is his strange behaviour on the
fust floor with a water pistol. And
there is the matter of his unorthodox
relationship with Susan.
Their affair is’not really 811that
extraordinary, of course. After all,
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AUGEAN
STAPLES

sexuality does persist in raising’its

restless head in classrooms from coast
to coast despite every endeavour on the
part of: the education industly to
ignore ahd deny it. Male teachers covet
their sweet young classrotim captives
and exploit their own position as adult
authority figures to encourage tlirtations, taking t+e to squelch the resentful acned competition with sarcasms
and extra homework. Every year, one
sweets, thousands of the.more desper&e and foolish among,them go the
whole mute, risking their jobs and
. reputations for the sake of illicit
.
Humbert ‘Humbert romance. The &Ithor’s achievement is in bring the
matter without suggesting that it. is
either ludicrous or reprehensible.
Eventually, David is dixovered in
his several unorthodoxies by Merrymount’s Wee-P&ipal
and has to
make a choice between Susan and the
security represented by a permanent
teacher’s certificate. This major crisis
and its resolution are not explored as
I fully as they might have been a@ lead
to a climax that, while valid enough, is
somewhat out of keeping with the
first two-thirds of the novel.
All such minor quibbles aside, Going
Down S&J is a joy to read. Based
four-square on smdid~reality, its examination of the education gatie through
David Appleby’s horrified eyes provides
countless uproarious passages, inch+g
the description of a visit to Merrymount High by the ‘McGill Chamber
Orchestra which performs to an audience composed entirely of “Practical
Classes and the basement inhabitants
of the Wood, Metal, and Auto Shops.
These retardees had then been regaled
with a programme of Bach and Vivaldi
while ha and three of the baseinent
men walked the floor tjing to prevent
whistles, groping, match ignition, and
loud speculations oti the sexual habits
of the lady cellist.”
It’s rather a pity that educators
haven’t the time to read this npvel.
&en the most jaded would have
a tough time stifliig .the OC~S~OII~~

SHOVELLING TROUBLE
MORDECXIRICH~
McClelland % Stewzrt
cloth $6.95:‘158lxrgrr
reviewed by

Chris SCOtl

IN TI-I~ o*w of evil ,times among
publishers, it is a’revehtion to fmd
Richter blurbed as “engaging and engrossing” (in grosso, in the lump, by
wholesale . . . grossn, large writing),
and that these “essays lirst appeared
in magazines such as Commentmy,
Nation, New ~Anterimn Review of
Books, Ma&an’s, and Satwday
Night.”
What, no Paris Review; no New York
Review ofBooks?
It really m&es no difference. Dullness is international. So. unmaking
Norman Podhoretz, Richler weighs in
as “something of a country cousin*
(come up to the city to learn how to
wear);
indiviously compares that
Norman wid Samuel Bowel1 (no
doubt this monstrous parallel is sup
posed to be original), announces his
“continuing interest in the work3 of
Trilling, Dwight Macdonald, Mailer,
Fiedler, Baldwin, Podhoretz,” his “reverence” for CQssas, his “inabiity” to
create anythingassplendid as the same.
The distinction between liw and
works is well taken, as it is supposed
to be. But, Richler is too pure, too
smug. Either that, or else he is struggling
to create the impression of simple
naive& Hen&: “On and on it goes,
the titillating trivia, the snitching,
without dignity or relevance.” Or: “If,
as we were once told, opinions aren’t
literature, neither is gossip criticism.”
Richler’s continuing interest, his n?verence, I& Inability, these are the merest
pmfassious - not, certainly not, criticism.
Take the lead essay, “why I Write”.
Ricbler doesn’t like confessionals, and
proves it by adding ,nothing to the
voluminous literature. George Orwell
isallowed to do Richlet’s work through
extensive quotation, and we are given
some dull thoughts on that nonstarter.
Is the Novel Dead? “Dead again?”

guffaw. 0
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enquires our author, but his wit fails cross-overbetween Fleming-Bond(sta- ‘anarchy. Today all is flux and conble-topic)and on Bond-Fleming’slatent
fusion. No bad guys, no good guys,
him.
What else is there to talk about? Ah or not so latent anti-semitism. Which no cloak, no dagger.no story. ’
Ian Fleming met the ChaUengeby
yes, movies are cheaper: “Given any brings him to The Holocrurrt and
After, wedged between’007 and Podphasing out the Russian SMERSH
rainy afternoon who wants to read
horetz et aL Those with a vested
Doris Lessing fully-clothed for forty
orgrinizationand conjuring up a multibob when, for only ten, you can interest in guilt will enjoy shovelling national SPECTRB,a powerful criminal
actually see Jane Fonda starkers, trouble over this “essay:
cartel without a country. That idea
Richler mentioned Boswell. Here’s sank giggling into Maxwell Smart’s
shaking it for you and ati, and leaving
you with sufficient change for a half- David Hume: “But should I endeavour
CHAOS. Then Le Carti and Deighton
bottle of gin?” Given such a dilemma, to clear up . . . any doubts in moral
began to explore spying as a sleazy
I would opt for a full bottle of pin. philosophy, by placing myself in the
psychologicalgame that nobody wins.
So would Rictder, I suspect.
same case with that which I consider,
By ?irtfi;lg dangerously close to the
“On and on it goes.. .”
‘tis evldent this reflection and pre
truth, they quickly exhausted fhe
Neither as hairy as Hemingway, as meditation would so disturb the opera- limited possibilitiesof that approach.
pushy asPodhoret2, as manic as Mailer, tion of my natural principles, as must
So where do w go now? Ap
Richlerhas seized the main chance With ‘render it impassible to form any just
patently down Kiplings road to Bndor,
conch&n from the phenomenon.”
this one., a collection of bread and
“the craziest road of all.” Both Tom
For “moral phil~phy” read writers
butter scribblimgs,refurbished for our
Ardies and Shaun Herron have been
edification. Like everybody else, he’s on writing.
forced to go Moriarty-hunting out in
A last objection:, the’ tifle should
had his Paris days, left bank then, right
the lunatic fringes. They evidently
bank in ‘67. The Good Old Days: have been more explicitly Saxon. 0
stumbled on the same trail, the nowmemories of “Terry Southern, Alan
familiar one that leads to ao insane
Tempo, Alfred Chester, Herbert Gold,
extremist plotting atrocities against
Wfid Buinett. MavisGallant, Alexanhis own side in the hope that the
der Trocchi, Christopher Ijogue, Mason
nincompoop moderates will be tricked
Hoffenberg, James Baldwin, and the
into launching an all-out attack on the
late David Stacton.” A touch of morother side.
tality there; Richler’sgetting old.
Now fhis is a difficult theme to
Who are all these people.? What
bring off for a couple of reasons. One,
bliss it was in that dawn to know
the suspense depends on the subtle
them;and be known.
THROUGH THE DARK
development of the villain’scharacter
Change of scene: “Let me say at
from oneof-thegang to fanatic madAND
HAIRY
WOOD
once that Ihadn’t the foggiest idea who
man and that requires the skits of a
SHAUNHERROM
Edward Gordon Craig,waswhen I met
writer rather than someone who cuts
Random House
him in 19.52.” Christie’s fall guy?
cardboard. Two,despite mmoursabout
ctotll$6.9s:
296
plrgrr
“Count@cousin:’ you say, Richler?
the Reichstag fire, there is no available
Kitsch: Bond Amis got in first, but
THIS SUITCASE IS evidence that such harebrained plots
Richler has things to say about the
GOING TO EXPLODE have ever worked in’ real life - or indeed been seriously contemplated.
TOM ARDIES
Herron comes closest to achieving
M#X@Uond&Stewart
the
illusion, mainly because he deals
ctath $595: 234 wgci
with the current mnflict in Northern
IEland where insanity reigns and stipension of disbeliefis a daily necessiv.
(Needlessto say, neither of these ostenTIE MODERN SPY thriller, which Ersibly Canadian books is set in Canada.
skine Childem invented in 1905 with
who would ever believe that sabotage,
The Riddle of the San& is facing a kidnapping and political murder could
,wisia of purpose. For most of this happen here?) Through the Darkand
century there’tive been enough ob- Hairy Wood is the third adventure
viously villainous nations or rdgimes featuring John Miro,.a cynical retired
around to maintain a steady supply of
British agent but. ps‘i Le Car& far
credible heati% ‘first Germany, later from disillusioned with life. Hermn .
Japan, and more recently Russia and
can write. He also knows his Ireland,
China. But since the early 1960s. that
knows the smell of the land, the
convenient blackand-white situation
language of the people and the wellhas deteriorated steadilv toward a- .springs of the pitiful. persistent nAsk not what you eon do for your
cowthy, but wkat your colrntty cam
ligious bigotiy they’ practise. If he
a goal spy fiction regards as the basest ultimately fails to make any of it
do for you
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comprehensible, it’s partly because he
has been overtaken by events and .
partly because nobody loold. This is a
thinkiwman’s thriller.
Tirir Suitcase is coirrg to Exproae
hinges, as Smart might observe, on the
old nuclear-bomb-in-thesuitcase trick.
But who put it there and where is it
going to explode? Charlie Sparrow,
making his second appearance as a
member of Washington’s ambiguous
ASPIRE agency (yes, it’s one of those
books), sallies forth into a milieu of
sex and neuroticism to find the answers.
The chase ends in Honolulu and the
countdown begins. Ardies scribbles
conventionally slick prose with both
eyes on Holly!Fod.
The story has
two or three good twists and is
moderate entertainment. Only in this
case. don’t try to think at all.
Neither book, however, holds out
much hope for the spy thriller’s future.
Extremism can be pushed just so far. 1
Either the world gets into a fght with
some absolutely evil Martians or the
genre is doomed. 0

THE BEST OF FRIENDS
JOY HEWING

MY CLOSDSTchum, MC - , used to
make ‘quite a respectable living doing
abortions. on his pm-confederation
white Pine kitchen table. For one
reason or another, business hasn’t been
any too brisk lately, so he’s currently
suwlementlna his income with a line
ly,ipicexh and tasty as can-be.lIn these

hard times, what this country needs
is more enterprising self-starters lie
MC 2 , fiercely proud and with sufficient ingenuity and determination to
earn their livelihood with their own

two hands, a good. kitchen table and
the salt-eweat of their brows. As Henry

Fielding observed in Sham&, “But a
good pantry table, as hath been die
covered by some great man or other
(for I would by no means be understood to affect the honour of making
any such discovery), hatb this excellent
advantage, that whatsoever should be
manufacturedupon it will surely please
a starving leper welI enou@.”
Joy Fielding (no relation) says that,
hating carried the germ of&r novel
for some months, she managed to g+
rid of it on her parents’ kitchen table
in thiee short weeks - an schlevbment
that makes MC - look a mere.idlerby

A UNIQUE

ing is sturdy and the type, which is
almost three-quarters,of an inch high,
makes it possible to read the bpok from
a distance of SO0 yards in a rolling fog.1
The style is mock-moronic, the diction
monosyllabic and. repetitive: by actual
count, “f&k” is randomly inserted a

in October:

EVENT

IN TH,E LITERATURE
OF IDEOLOGY:The First Edition of a Work of Sweebing Originality.
Written by a Canadian Author over a 34-Year Period.

JOHN BADGER’S

.

T H E”ii R,T-Ii U R t A D
The First Statement df the Revolution.of the Centre
To hell with let’s-keet-in-the-middlei

This is a radical centre end futurirt. Two new
dialectics intrrweavh. Both bristle with spinoff theories. New theories! $9.95

PENDRAGON,
69 Bathurst. Toronto 136, Ontario
or 899 Bmadway. Redwood City, Ce. 94063
or Penwartha,,Perranpotth, Cornwall, U.K.

Written in 56 sonnets,
created in two new
forms. Matchino
commentariesin free
vsrse.
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compari~n. The result was well worth
the effort. In all, ihere are fewer then
a dozen typo9rqhical errors, the biid-
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total of 21 I times in addition to be&
employed as a transitive verb on 41
separate occasions.
There is a plot, too. Caroline is
ordinary and cries a lot. Her one true
friend, Cathy; is blonde and beautiful.
Unhappy Caroline tells her psychiatrist
all about how Cathy is poised and
contident and likes to be gang-banged.
She also tells him about her own exhusband, Richard. and what he used to
make Caroline do to him all the time.’
Then she starts to tell about Cathy’s
abortion. But the wise psychiatrist
makesCaroline admit that she has only
made her friend Cathy up:

__

~~ ~~~~~_

“CmIbm,
II&n to me. You don’t
Catby anymore. she’s lb’ed.

nqd

She’sUred of carryinSall thesepmtv
lems amund. Thcyh w.artnS her
down. She’s tttd. You’m both ttd
Ontj you’m strongernow. You don’t
need her anynmm. She’s sewed her
purpose.Caroline. Caroline, lirten to
me.ISu*on... illusion is a wonderful
thing sometimes.It helps br&hlcn up
all sortsof unpleganl situations. .“.

Illusion doesn’t help brighten up
this unpleasant book, though. In the
next 13 explicit pages, Caroline proceeds to describe her very own abortion. And that’s the end of the story.
Any Books In Canada reader wishing
my review copy need only contact
MC-, unless he’s alFady ground it up
as sausage filler. El . .... :
DE
__j

PAPAAND MAMMON
PATERNALISTIC

CAPlTjiLlSM

ANDREAS G. PAPANDREOU
copp Ckuk
pITper$4.50: I POwger
dewed

bv

THIS IS an important book. It reprosents the revolt of an academic against
the patent falsities of the prevailing
theories which are advanced in the
effort to maintain a belief in the
wpitalist order.
In Europe and even in the United
States such an attitude is not unknown
but in Canada it marks almost an
innovation in the fields of academe.
But before we permit our breasts to
swell with pride at this evidence of
Canadian maturity, it should be remembered that Pmf. Papandreou is
a Greek.
\Vhat is brought into focus as a start
in this work is the inadequacy of our
economists to produce a reasonable
understanding of the power situation
thal rules our economic life. The
author refers to this as a “distortion
ofvlslon” andgoes on, ‘each discipline
has erected tenacious fences around
the analytical and empirical territory
it claims for itself.” In simpler terms,
the point made is that the aggregate
of all ihese professional views not only
does not make sense but ls pot forward
in an established ideologically-biased
manner.

E. A. Beder
.Paiand&ou hastens to say, “I am
net suggesting the prevalent views are
not gemiinely held,” which may be a
way of .letting OUT entrenched academier dow.n rather easily, but the fact
remaiti that,however arrived at, the
views of our top professionals in these
fields do not coincide with the reality
we have all experienced.
A good example was the pronooncement of the Economic Council of
Canada, made in its first year, that the
Canadian economy was due to rise at
an annual ‘rate of 5.546, seemingly to
infinity. We ,all recall the boom that
followed this glowing forecast and
the subsequent bust.
Did the Council plant such figures
as a service to Canadian capitalism?
Of course not, but iis,inherent biis
toward a free enterprise system gave
it the motivation to see the future only
in terms of the contintional beliefs.
This is the sort Of thing the author
has in mind in making hls protest
“against the system” and his comment
and analysiscarries forward OMTa wide
stretch of ground. The& are chapters
on “The Myth of Market Capitalism,’
“Neo-Marxist View of the Capitalist

Metmpolis” and so on to his main
thesis, “Paternalistic Capitalism.”
From a discussion of the views of
Baran and Sweezy, Keynei, Galbraith
and others, he reaches the point where
heisprepared to label the existingform
of qpitalist rule with the title given
to his book.
Paternalistic capitalism represents a
further development of near-monopoly
capitalism now spread out in multlnational corporations and giant pools
of interlocking capital over an international terrain. All this in an attempt
to achieve the needed stability to
maintain its domin,ance and ultimate
existence. (The author emphasizes that
he uses the term paternalistic”stripped
of any implication of benevolence.“)
.Despite the legitimate points -.&he
author makes in recording fhe manner
in which the development of a multinational escape hatch the giant carporations have devised for their continuance, he might well have gone
much further afield for an ultimate
conclusion.
This is the fact that competent
observers are now suggesting that we
are approaching the disintegration of
the capitalist system. An observation
that has been made before and yet is
not without substance.
Certain signals, may be konitored
- what remains is to determine what
I
to make of them.
The dominant one that has baffled
orthodox economists and politicians
since the late 1960s is the ‘fact that
inflation and unemployment are now
running in tandem. We may see other
manifestations as the current cycle

proceeds.
Papndnou
rightly points out the
multi-national character of corporate
capitalism, but this is not due to any
belief in neighbourly beneficence; it
is merely an attempt to escape the
.inherent imbalance of capitalist pm.duction that is embedded tiihin the
national sphere. But in the manner in
which such an escape is now sought,
further and unavoidable instability is
produced.

The currency crises that have
plagued the leading capitalist nations
with the formation of the multinational enterprises may very well be
evidence of a new by-product that has
entered into the situation. So that we
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can have statistical proof of national
recovery brought into inconsequential
significance by the breakdown of the
world currency system.
While he does not go so far,Papandreou seeks for some sort of logical
and planned process to superimpose
upon the radical ideologies now current.
Whether this can be achieved or
not, there is a great deal here for the
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interested citizen aswell as the student.
And a great deal more which I h&en?
the space to touch upon. Andreas
Papndreou de.wrveswell of Canada. 0

.been promising. Men like George Bain,
James Eayrs and Walter Stewart occasionally provide relief from this rule.
‘There am, however, two exceptions
to the pattern that political writers
an? bad journalists moonlighting: Academics and ex-politicians or activists.
I will have to pursue this unpromising
rdute briefly because the authors of
A
two of the books under review fall
into these categories.
Tile CenedienVoter’sH&ibmk is
described on the cover by some et&rvescent blurb-writer as “brilliant and
timely.” It is admittedly timely. The
book is a sincere collection of termpapers written by 10 Parliamentary
interns. Reading the collection allows’
one to imagine what it’s like being a
THE CANADIAN VOTER’S HANDBOOK
political science lecturer at the UniEditedbyJUdMcDOMALD
& JACKM~CDOIVALD varsity of Manitoba correcting essays
Fitzhemy% Whitesidelwper$1.95:247pnges on a Friday night. A Parliamentary
intern is someone who gets chosen to
THE MISSING POLITICAL PARTY
work for a year with an MP so as to
E. A. BEDER
become intimately acquainted with the
Wilton Agencies cloth$4.95,paper$1.95:110pages day-to-day functioning of government.
Invariably such a $zson tends to be
THEIR TURN TO CURTSEY -YOUR TURN TO BOW like that funny little fat fellow in.yoor
EditedbyPET.. C. NEWMAN dt STAN FILLMORE
old PoliSci 101 class who ran around
MaclemGluntw Publications
pp&1.50; 160~s
beer pa&es telling Mackenzie King
jokes. The essays are uniformly serious,
competent and virtually devoid of anything that a close reader of the papers
mviewcdby Richard Liskeard
doesn’t alnady know. However, it
I
clearly has its uses, and is probably the
IT IS USEFUL to be reminded occabest book of the election crop.
There are those who hold that our
l%e Missiw Politiml Par@ by
sionally of the vapiastate of Canadian
political writing is pedestrian because
political wrlting.Ceneralelectionsserve
E. A. Beder, an old CCF veteran,
our politics is pedestrian. This is a
argues circuitously and obtusely for a
this end well, acting as they do as
Jesuit’s argument. The French, for
“Radical Party” of intelligent persons
fumigators, bringing all the old and
example, have the most tedious politics
that would replace the outmoded and
new creatures scurrying out of the
conceivable, yet retain a vibrant culture
wainscots in a disoriented fashion.
obstructive parliamentary system. Imof political writing. Besides, the excuse
A bookstore on Toronto’s Yonge
pressed by the breathtaking sweep and
that our writing is bad ‘because’ our
Street deals exclusively in Canadian
scandal of his own suggestion, Beder
politicians are stupid prpsumes that
books (a defiant but questionable act),
bores the reader with II chapters
other coontries’have more intelligent
and throughout the campaign displayed
reciting the inefficiencies of parliamenpoliticians, a proposition that would
in its large window at least a dozen
tary government. employing a &al
require s6rious examination before it
different books of purported interest
were given wider currency.
combination of unreliable logic and
to Canadian voters - election handmediocre writing. Only morbid curlThe answer, I suggest, is not at all
books, portraitsof Trudeau. concerned
osity would lead someone to purchase
complicated, and does not requ/re
pleas for change., and a smattering of
this unfortunate book.
another fundamental examination of
declarations that this is only the beI come at last to the product of the
ournational psyche. Observe: Canadian
ginning in Quebec. It was a profoundly
fighting presses of Maclean-Hunter Pubpolitical writers are almost invariably
disturbing sight coming upon this
lications Ltd., Theirnrn to Ciutesy journalists. Our newspapers are among
window so unexpectedly. Somehow,
Your Turn to Bow: The Power, the
the worst in the world. Our publishers
of course, one always knew they were
Glory.the Men aid the Issues,edited
are drawn from the same class as
around. these books, since they oeby that wouldbe Rasputin of Canadian
contractors, developers and hardware
politics, Peter C. Newman.
casionally pop up on remainder sale
merchants. From this vantage point,
for 29 cents at Coles. But to bring them
their hand-picked political star-writers
First, let me-say how lamentable it
all together was an unnecessary cruelty.
can hardly be viewed as ever having
is to see a country so reduced in cir-

I
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ONLY THE
TRUTH IS
TRUE

cumstsnws

as to have Ma&an’s as its
‘Ihe Beginning, Rotstein and Gordon
national magazine.
agreed with Newman’sconclusion that
Peter C. actually suggests in his
the formation of some kind of strong
characteristically florid introduction
crosscountry,extra-parliamentary pres.
that ‘This collection of essays (was) sure group held the only hope . . .”
written for Maclmn’s by Canada’s
HughMaclennancontributesanother
most distinguished political commenof his essays sug&iig that the crosstators . . .”
mads of civilizatio& march lies at
Who are these .giants?
Peel and Ste. Catherine. It’s beingsaid
Welltobegin, there is Peter C., who
by some t.hat he lives in the suspicion
avatls himself of the opportunity to
that he might be the FLQ’snext kidnap
discharge yet another anguished essay’ victim, a slur on the FLQ that even I
asking what Quebec really wants. (It’s considei completely unnecessary.
replIed to by Claude Ryan, who makes
BruceHutchinsgn, the RodMcKuen
It clear that he doesn’t know.)
of Canadian nationalism, has an open
Secondly, there Is Christina New- letter to PrimeMinistar.Trudeau,which
contains.the line: “All thb, I confess,
mau,who will be recalled as the author
is rather hay flocculent stuff such as
of the most trivial and irrelevant
dreams are made of. But then, what
account of the Prime Minister’svisit
to the Soviet .Union, Her relentless
else Is Canada made of?” There is little
hare that could not be found in the
national quest for trendy new Canadian
sexual stereotypes (viz. Nova Scotia- Collected Speeches of Vincent Massey.
Donald Cnighton’s essay is far fmm
Soul) in a slibsequent editlon of theit
his best, but Creighton, certainly one
magazine catapulted her to the pinnacle
of the great living English-language
of social and political vacuity. Her
historians, is always worth reading.
essay in the book deals not unintelliThe mini-biographyOfTrudeau by Ann
gently with the history of the recent
Canadian nationalist movement, but
Charney is superb. The rest of the
articles range from the. mediocre to
amounts to little but a moist-eyed
glorificalion of the Committee for an
the serviceable.
Independent Canada. This essay conAn intriguing omission fmm the
book is the article on Kierans’ nsig.
&s a precious pgss& that stands as
nation from the Liberal cabinet, a
a gem of Toronto political incest. Discussing a lunch at the King Edward
poliliwl bombshell and the best avsilHotel between Peter C., Abe Rotstein
able description of the,workings of the
and Walter Gordon, she offers this
Trudeau cabinet. It was published in
observation: “A longtime visceral Maclem’s, but does not appear in
this book. 0
on the issue for months, and during
that lunch which is now mythologized
:_ _^__ L___L___c .I__- _..____I __

SELECTED POEMS
RALPH
GUSTAFSON
McClelkmd & Stawn
cloth $5.95;128pa8t!s

.IN THIS

SdeCtiOn

Of 121 poems,

mOSt

them shattering the’ intellectual
chains of today’s perfected mediocrity,
Ralph Gustafson establishes himself
-as one of Canada’smore accompliied
poets. His breaking’of the Image of
humah wmplacency might be summed
up in the timeless adage: “The wisdom
of man is real foolishness. . .”
To maintain such an unpopular
metaphor withbut the help of gospelsinging a poet must resort to Irony.
He must also do a good public relations
job for that forgotten nality.we know
vaguely as Nature. In doing just that,
Custafson has founded his consistently
ironical vision in history’s myths. He
has to reecho the stupor of our pitiful
Agamemnons, suspect virgins, Trays,
commercializedcrucitixes,and theories
of life which are as lifeless as mathematical formulae.
The regult, while just another
assembly-line ideology, is the strong
reminder that the Tower of Babel has
endured. Man’s tongue is dust and all
the rest is garbage.
Ethics is what concerns the poet.
These flimsy laws, the basis of judgment, are set against a blind, debatable
progress. What emerges is * view, of
human life eternally sacrificed by fools
-on the altars of intellectual poverty.
Given such anti-reason he reduces past
events,.by his systematic and undefiled
pragmatism, to the colossal joke that
makes hindsight wit.
He.stands humbly -but scoffs before
arcane architecture; he contemplates
deaths fmm ships,, train windows and
holy ground, and. surprisingly, finds
them all the same. Incredulous as
prayer,.he confronts cathedrals, monuments and presbyters of the Lmd thy
God with the confusion of their
double-talk.
of
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Condemned to preach but never
pmctise, you “love and lose your
profit:’ But, “each death is ours:’ as
Donne and Jesus held: whii~ is a
savage ideology if we should look
around the world.
But then Gustafson reminds us of
the “latest funeral column,” and he
enqoires, ‘Are you in it?” He is playing
with your fears.
Further. insolently and with disgustful reason, he adds:
12,I wouldbe fesshormtive
A&~m;itics

ask, but less
L’

And what this asks isjoy.
Know+z&? ofrormw is what I m&
myg&f I DIM”joy. I talk
TOyou /tippnntly in paradox
Understandbngis lack of dmrh

To you who. are death to the world
but still alive to it, this kind of raving
will enlighten.
It is the method of the spiritual
physicist laughing to heaven at these
worthless atoms, stones, amoebae, the
soiling stink of materialistic wonder
and the souring of words.
Gostafson conjures up his gaudy
images ‘from the preinlse. that the

VANIEF
TERESA
I
mybrother
my sister
Lhe new book about the missil
01 mercy of Jean Vanler In Fran1
and Mother Teresa In India.
large format,
lavishly illustrated
gifl edition $g.l
paper 59.
af your bookseller’s or

GriffinhOUS 455~lcgst.w..Tsrcl

_

them alien, they belong to no country
and every country.
._
Animals, mythol@lcal and real, are
the inhabitants.of the actual and ideal
worlds Charles Pratt is trying to reconclle in “Day Hunt”. It is the fox in
the title poem who is burdened with
the responsibility of outwitting darkness ahd death. The poet himself is the
bird whose feathery instrument etches
words on a quixotic sky. The bird
observes the real world with a stunning
freshness, but is awkward and trite lo .
the inagic garden of the mythological
unicorn. Because he is mortal, he fails
to step out of time.
The country boy’s sensitivity to the
rhythms of nature is the substance
Aadyct. corn&-& SWI(ICRW
An alien wect. stand ruddudy swprisedthat Charles Pratt shapes into poems.
As Galileo, before bts midnrght window,
When he doesn’t interfere too much,
Ckwkabqut bir shoulders. ccddiy chose
(“The poet is no wizard, he most &ax
A fitat pbmet -first. /iSet+ while
l7rcsolitmy wgonpassedatongtbemndand pull”), the poems are carried like
l71enairned his cmttmdlctmy lens.
waves and seasons to their own natural
Sllrmunded by!error and persecuWterance.
tion, all these tragediesbecome troth.
Time is running out for the young
But the truth ls to tell the truth. And
man and rural America “too much in
cn
this Gustafson sings. 0
the limbo between concrete and as_’
phalt.” The poems are moolted lie
feathers in the changing seasons. Every
shining summer is black edged withthe
prospect of fall and the promise of
spring is distorted by the slow death
of the world. Even madness and Alice’s
trip into the magic garden are no
CHILDHOOD SKETCHES
escape from the seasonal poll. Death is
. ._ AND OTHER POEMS
as inevitable as the melting wax on
:
HUDSON WHITE
Icarus’ ,tings.
Coech House Ress
The poems of Hudson White, a
paper:64 PIWS
draft dodger who has been in Canada
MY BARENESS
for three years, are crude and friendly,
lie bear prints in the snow. Big and
IS NOT MY BODY
chunsy, they occasionally reveal the
DONBAILEY
Fiddleheed Book . liner truths of human experienti.
plpcr $200; 80 ~8~s
The poems, which read like songs
to be sung, do not live on the page.
DAY HUNT
The singer is missed in “Childhood
CHARLES PRATT
,Sketches and Other Poems.” A kindly
.bdysmith PteJs
face is visible behind the transparent ,
cloth 32.2s: 34 pyr
mask of words. The words are an impediment to the personality that
reviewed by Linda Rogers
manages to survive the translation fmm
bting to verse.
DRAGGlNG
BBHIt4D
the baggageof their
White is a storyteller, and such
past. (“Sun by sun we watch the past
poems as “The Great Green Gilded
outgrow our future”), three young
Frog” are the organic trail of the wanpelts are making different kinds of
dering minstrel. the entertainer. “The
impressions on the Canadian landscape.
Human Loving Ball”, a mad, romantic,
Two of them, CharlesPratt and Hudson
funny poem, is as mediaeva as 1972.
white, are Americans. Singers out of
The poet, sensitive hd flawed, is very
.muchin t+ folk tradition.
key with the terrible times that made

biggest fool i to be beheld. in the
mirror, if only he would dam to look.
This superbly limitless horizon, un!lke “the god’s tool, foreskid back” at
Delos, reprimands *e past for. its
vanity,, the future for its naivete: yet
he does not have us settle within that
triviality of sight. For he goes on and
outside established concepts to fmd
the beauty of life. He organizes it as
painfully as one would an explosive
commodity, and sets it to do battle
with perverted philosophy and science.
Having no confidence in the socalled glory of human achievement,
he leaves us with a frown rather than
a futility:

I’
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humour has an edge of
suffering. One iiopes his poems will
assumethe roundness of his experience.
Hi “Po_emon the Death of My Father”’
and “ . . . And the Orderly”, written
from his own hospital experiences, ati
so full of love and compassion as to be
too deep for tears. Whether or not
HudsonWhiteis a successful poet, he is
a successfulhuman being.
There are no jokes, divine or’otherwise, in the painful vision of Dcin
Bailey, whose title I%@
Bwene~sbNot
Jmf fify Body describes the descent
of a naked soul into hell. Bailey turns
himself inside out and describes the
human landscape with brutal honesty.
His poems are needles in the mind,
sharp and pointed. By turning inward,
Bailey has come dowt of the three
poets to finding his own voice.
It is a bitter voice that grates; gets
right through the bone to the marrow.
White’s

‘IIacks in a mental blizzard, his poems
sre a chilling counterpoint to the
Canadian summer. Bailey shows no
mercy tohisparents,his e tranged wife,
his child, and, least of ais1,himself. His
is a bleeding world, where “peace is
found ifi eating your enemy”. And the
fool eats hi own flesh.
A Catholic, Bailey is caught in the
dilemmaof holy virginas mother, s&nt
as whore. Saint Ann is a frigid motif
who teases the nerve ends withsterillty
and empty sexuality. Bailey’sis a cruel
picture of human sexuality, untempered
by love. The body and&e soul, like the
man and wife, are divorced and sent
to damnation.
The bare mind of Don Baileyis a
rugged place, but worth visiting. q

the North. Sha travelled a lot and kept
her byes open and she ,wites about it
all so well that we coma to know the
town and tha surrounding country and
above all the people, many of them
genuine originals,one of a kind.
On first meeting one man in the
nearby town of Granville,MissThomp
son writes “There was another cmious
mao known as ‘Dot’, who worked
Algebra -problems for entertainment
in his cabin.at night, read Shakespeare
and the Greek classicsto school children
in a quiet cultured voice, and oh rainy
days carved swords out of boxwood
and gaveeverybody fticing lessons.”
The man was Frank Berton and,
after a suitably long and beautifu.&
described courtship. the t\;io were
married. For the next ZO.odd yeam
until they left tha Yukon, Mr. and Mrs.
Berton lived then happily. They never
had a great deal of money, but that
fact never seemed to stop them getting
full measure from life.
I &tied
the Kbndike is pure
Yukon go1d.A fascinating well written
account of the last days of the single
’
most exciting era in our history. It .
brings the Klondike back to life in all
.
its crazy, gaudy, heartbreaking, rollicking splendid glory.
I MARRIED THE KLONDIKE
l%e Silence of theNorth by Olive
LAURA
BBATRICEBERTON
McCkillnd dl Stewn ppu $25(k 231pnges A. Freddcluon is an entirely different
kind of book and while Mrs. Berton
was encouraged by her son Pierre,
THE’SILENCE OF THE NORTH
Mrs. Fredrickson collaborated on her
OLI YE A. FREDRIiXSOh’ (with BEN LtAST)
.
209pages book with Ben East, who is desorii
Gerwd Publishing Co. ctorh$6 95:Ulustm~ed:
as a veteran outdoork writer in the
jacket blurb. It is becauss of Mr. East,
_
reviewed
by Peter Kelly
that inst6ad of a purely personal story
by a very courageous lady we get a
honeky which glows on every page of
110-r”OF THESEbooks are by septuabook aimed directly atthe readership
her book, the author states that her
of an outdoor magazine in which anigenarian ladies, both are about life in
main reason was the fact that the’job, mals are never just shot. They are shot
the Northwest around the tutu of the
century, but there all meaningful simi- in Dawson paid four times as much as with “‘anold Winchester 30/06 with a
she got for teaching in her hometown.
bad barrel that was as likely to send a
larity ends.
By the time MissThompson arrived,
I MOned the K.&dike by Laura
bullet keyholing wide of the mark as
Dswsnn City was already dopmbd.
Beatrice Berton wss,tint published in
on the true course.” And on one
Sure, it es to-be a I’mgeringdeath.
occasion “John wound things up with
1954. It has been deservedly reprinted
Some of the tinsel and much of the
several times since then, the latest
a 180~grainsoftpoint iu the side of
gaiety still remained and there was still
edition this year.
the bear’s head.” If hunting is your
In 1907 at the age of 29. Laura ‘as w&vl&ly~ varied a population as
bag. this book is for you. Th&e is just
Thompson left a comfortable Edwardi- one tight hops ,to meet. But you
too much killing to suit my taste and
could no longer mine a million in six more than fhat the authors seem to
an life in Toronto to go and teach a
months’ work and fortunes were no
tidergarten class in Dawson City.
assume that all animals are enemies.
longer wagered on the turn of a card;
Dmwn to the frontier life of the
Mrs. Fredrickson hates’wolvesbecause
Yukon by a pioneering spirit of ad- that had gone.
of the way they kill. She hates wolves
MissThornEon threw herselfheadKnture no doubt, but with a most
for doing wolf things and to me that
engaging and sometimes devastating long into the social life of the Paris of
just doesn’t make any sense.

THE TRUE NORTH
STRONG AND WEAK
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There are redeeming passages in the
book where one detects more of Mrs.
Fredrickson’s story than Mr. East’s.
Moments of clarity and appreciation
of the Stuart River country of British
Columbia where Mrs. Fredrickson spent
most of her life. There are some
harrowing stories of a woman’s fight
for survival in the unfor@dng ciimate
of the North after her first husband
had died tragically in a canoeing 80
cident. The author was left - in her
own words “26, P homesteader trap
per’s widow with three little children,
160 acres of bush-grown land, almost

-

none of it cleared, a small log house,
an old 3030 Winchester and precious
little else.”
But the lady survived and later
remarried into a mom comfortable
and easier life. She wrote her book at
the’age of 70 and that in itself is a
testimony to her zest for life. 0

so increasing that the self-me humanity, typified by Christian chsrity.
stands in danger of being tossed on the
rubbish-heap of time.
Woodsworth really wanted brother.
hood and charity - a form of supernaturalness: in. fact, Godliness. How
Canada responds to that ambition
rests with the immigrants who have
been fortunate edougb to obtain their
Canadian citizenship.
PETER KELLY ts a. distin&h&
Prejudice and narcisism are central
producer of films with CBC; many
of his wars
have dealt with rhc
to human life; so much depends on
CanadianNorth.
the quality of immigrants to Canada,
,far more than Woodsworth envisaged.
The world is almost MacLuhau’s “‘global
village”, with people of vastly different
features and cultures clamourbrg for a
sojourn or home hem.
‘The burden of Canadian immigration
policies
in such a world is bound to be
STRANGERS WITHIN OUR GATES
economic by desire - in terms of the
J.s lvuoDstyoRTHproductive ranges and capacities of
University
of Toronto Press
incumbent manpower allowed in -and
pnper53.95: 279 pages
culturally integrationist to its sociological effeqts.
reviewed by Clyde HO&Z
But, even greater, it is ethical by
the conscience at the heart of demoera_ I
cy and jurisprudence.
THE IS a reprint of the original 1909
exist, and yet the b3-year-old problems,
So. for the majority of thc!Canawork in which Woodsworth, one of the
too, still exist.
dian mass, Commissioner Watchthorn’s
founders of the CCF, attempted to
Moreover, the increase of their in“happy middle path”and the 1901-10’s
tensity and intricacies is proportional
create an understanding of problem:
bogey of “the inferioi racial type”
ofCanadian immigration.
to the colossal changes that have
wili have to be resolved if that conoccurred in the thinking and pasIt is therefore ahistorical document,
science is to continue to exist. Woods
sibilities which have descended upon
but itsaccomplishmentsbeg the natural
worths of 1972, see-sawing between
mankind since 1909. :.
comparison between arguments on imThe JudeoChrisiian tradition, has
migration attitudes in Canada then
the “opened door” and “closed door”
not solved much of the immigration
migbt consider Woodsworth’s own
and now.
dilemma, but its struggie to accomplish
ironically questioning insight:
After,some 60 years. witness the
this is preeminent in the desires of its
Whst dees the erdieary Cacadirn
immutable rhetoric of Commissioner
know about immigmnts?He clayttit
advocates. So. at [east, the struggle is
Watcbthom, quoted at the head of
att men as white men and iontgnen
.
heartening for thbse wretched people
Woodsworth all-important chapter 17,
The foreigners he thinks of es men
who desire a country and a life. This
‘The Problem of Immigration’:
who dig sewersand &ctinlo tmuble
‘indestructible humaneness has been
at the police court. They ye all
There are two clilsw who would ,,a&
recently evidenced in the Canadian
suppwd lo dress in eutLVLd@h
garb,
upcn the immigalion question. One
tc speak a barbarian tenye. and m
government’s’ decision to open the
rays, ‘Clou the doors and ICI in
smellabeminably.
nobody’; the other w’s, ‘Open wide
doors to thousands of Asian Indians,
the doors end let in cverybedy.’ I am
Future Canadian policy can be an
robbed,. persecuted and booted elsein rymp~thywith neither . Them is
example
to the world. Referring to
a happymiddle path -of direcrnment
where. ’
Woodswohh,
it might be that he
andjudmcn!.
But what Woodsworth has prewished
things
to be different. For. .
The persistence of those opposing
scribed is dangerously subject to inafter
all,
he
had
to indulge in painful
views from which the’Commissioner
validity; particularly because of two
ciassification
to
understand
the ethnic
extricates himself is entered and filled
factors:
melting-pot
in
his
day.
One
ten
achieve
by Mr. Woodsworth’s Christian so(1) The presstires of superiority. msnian
improvement
on
that
telling
classificialism.
fested in hysterical nationalism and
cation.
0
His cause is just and his intentions
racism, have intlatedthe warlike nature
are steadfastly humane. So whatever
of world po‘pulation movements;
follows cannot be hollow criticism. It
(2) The resulting critical social abra-1..
is mainly this: his text is the reminder
siveness, further sharpened by frenetic
that such ideas and such men do still
competition and individual survival, is

NATIONAL I‘NCOME
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YOU GOTTA
HAVE
HEART

movement are nicely resolired in the ’
find two lines, bringing the poem to a
satisfying sense of completion. But at
other times - as, it seems to me, in the’
lines quoted above - there is no
tension, no illumination; the words are
merely chopped-up prose.
‘One aspect of the problem is that
the
very close attention to Iihe diviSELECTED POEMS
sion, and the kind of intricate soundGEORGE BOWERIMG
patterns which this builds up, are best
AkClelland & Stewert
suited to short poems - poems, that.
cloth 54.95
is, where the reader can’ hold the
GENkVE
complete rhythmical pattern in his
GEORGE BO WERIMG head at one ins@& ,and can see the
setting up and resolution of its tensions
Coach House Press
pqer S3.00
and harmonies - whereis Bowering
has been moving compulsively towards
longer aud longer poems. And the
mawd b_vStephen Scobie
longer poem demands not ot~Iya looser
and more varied rhythmic form, but
GEORGE ROWERING Speaks Of laugW&Ye also other resources, other levels of
being “lifted out of the ordinary into
resonance to evoke that illumination of
the illumination of poetry:’ which is
poetry.
a tine description. But there is perhaps
Bowering is not especially noted for
some question whether such an ilthe vividness or the strength of his
lumination does occur in the lines:
visual images; nor is he, in any ex-’
tensive way, a descriptive poet. Thus,
to seek levels of imagery, or resonance,
he is forced back onto his subjectmatter, and when, as in some of the
This
question may serve to indicate
later poems in Touch, that subjectsome oi the reservations that one feels
matter is predominantly at the level of
about Bowing’s large and admittedly
intellect, or abstract idea, the texture
impressive body of work. That it is
ofhis pdetty becomes rather thin and
impressive, and that Boweringis one of
tenuous. What he needs is a very solid
the more important poets of .the last
subject matter, a complete set of imten years in Canada, canuot be doubted:
ages, phy&cal facts, references, on
and Touch performs a valuable service
which to base the poem. ,%us, among
in btiging together in one readily
the best poems in Touch are those on
available volume a wide selection of
the history of his family. This is due
partly to the current Canadian search’
Bowvaing’s
early work., a good deal of
which is otherwise out of print. (One
for roots, or whatever, the kind of
minor quibble is that the reader withbackward-looking itipuh
tihich has
produced Margaret Atwood’s poems
out access to the earlier books might
‘on Susarma Mobdie and Barry-M&nhave appreciated. some indication of
the poems’ dates, or which of the
non’s splenpid work-in-progress on his
earlier books each poem was first
family history; but it also fits into the
printed in.)
gweral pattern of Bowwing’s .poetry,
Boweting’s main technique for liftthe search for an image structure outing his language out of the ordinary is
side himself. (For it seems to me that
rhythm, and in his In 7Fue Diction he
Bowering tends to be least successful
tightly insists that the poems must be
when he is mcst personal.) This is the
read aloud, with a careful observation
pattern of the lndian legend poems,
of the line ending. Certainly his poems
such as the very tine “Hamatsa,” and
are carefully crafted from this point of
also, on the more popular level, of
view: in a piece like “Walking Poem”.
“Baseball.“,No writer cm create his
the tensions are built up, the step from
own mythology, he can only’work
one line to the next generates its
within what his society gives him: and
energy, and the hesitancies of the line
sport, in its contemporary mass-audi-
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ence media-dictated manifestations, is
surely capable of providing the poet
with a whole, ready-made, mythic
world It is in fact very surprising that
there have not been ‘more poems
written on sport, especially since there
are many ‘valuable analogies to be,
drawn between sport and art. Perhap
the reason is simple snobbery; if so,
Bowering is to be greatly congratulated
for avoiding it. I think his poem is
tremendous, even though personally I
can’t stand baseball.
In Gen.%, Qowedng’s most recent
book-length peom, we find again the
reliance on an exterior system of
imagery and resonance, in this case the
Tarot pack. But Bowering does curious ,
things with it: he omits almost entirely the traditional meaning and
symbolic significances of the, Tarot
cards, and also all their literary assoctations from The Waste Land on, and *
attempts instead to come at them
without any preconceptions (not even
the Freudian ones for lance and cup),
and describe simply the literal, direct
impact of the cards’ visual imagery. The
results, held firmly together by the
serial form, are fascinating but in the
long run unsatisfying: the artificiality
of the situation works against any
emotional response. The reader might
not be entirely blamed if-he finished
the book and said, “That’s nice. SI
what?”
And this brings me to a final n?servation about Bowedng’s work, another
el&ent in what I feel to be tile
t&uousness of much of its fabrt? and
that is the lack, at times,_of a strong
emotional imperative. A poem such as
“Far from the Shore” tends to stand
out for me in presenting an overriding
amotional’involvement on Bowering’s
part. G&ve is .vfasdnating poem, but
it never quite escapes the aura of being
a very clever exercise. One gets the
feeling (perhaps unjustly) tliat- the
poem_ is not indispensable, either for
writer or reader. It is tbis tenuousness
of the texture of his poetry which
continually hinders my admiration for
Bowering’s work, and raises my doubts
as to the fullness of the illumination
he provides. 0
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” 4!, WOMEN POETS OF
CANADA
Edited by DOROTHYLIVESAY.
assistedbv’sEYMOUR.MAYME
I&uvin Publications
piper $3.00: 141 plrger
rrviewd by

Marian Enge!

WOMGN~IIB tries to tell us there are
no fundamental differences between
m& and women; but I w,onder, +d l
disagree. Perhaps, if the battle continues, all differences except the
physical ones can be erased in 1,000
years - but even the physical difference.s change OUTimagery, our feelings,
our aspirations. And look at these
poems. They are not men’s poems:
Dylan Thomas says he always had
to look up the names of the flowen.
From Leona Corn:
Iremember my molher
uthome

L.iveaay:

You could say Vive In difference,
but not many women would, and that
is sad.
I’m not used to reviewing poetry;
I wondered how I would do this book,
it’s been so long since 1 wrestled with
a poem. So I sat down, remembering
wbat we did in university, and made a
Caroline M. Spurgeon graphof iq.
Fortunately, I havenow lost it: women
know the names of trees and flowers,
and love hunted animals. They am, as
male critics say, more often particular
than general - these 40, anyway.
And sometimes sentimental.
.
But listen: from A. Szymigalski:
%!izen the &Is FpIit we fdr info this

tmp/ And we we stmnded in the Bitter
&kes . . .” in a poem that ends,
beautifully, “I Wantto see my.m~ther
in her cheap felt boots/ Daqcingon
rhe gmy snows of March‘*,:
Women’s imagery, then, is different:
more flowery (their mothers ta&t
them all the names of flowers), less,
perhaps, formal. But first-rate is still
first-rate, and history has not taught
us that it is stiperior to be generslXnd
political. You t&e your Al Purdys and
your George Jonases: there’s nothing
in themasintenseasMargaret Atwood’s
incandescent imagery: ‘b bird/ lit on

bath bmnches/ his beak split/ hir tin
scmamforked in the air . . . ”
For men, women’s womb3 are LOneYcombs; knvom~n, the lmagemmow
itrll to men’s heads. (Pat Lowther)

There is a way you watch your mother
when Lou know that you will play her
role one day, and that look is here.
She continues,
Cm Inew temr then
still thm

rrmI

A knife means a lot of thin@ and here
its meaning is not freighted with any
masculine fears: human meanings are
here, certainly, but not male meanings.

So there is a difference, and when
a woman’s poem is mediocre I am mom
anm than if it is a man’s: it belongs
to my kind and, from my kind I want
excellence, so I’ll bq moved to make
exckllenee too. And there is excellence
here. The editing is particularly good.
Even from poets who are best-known
for Canadian-Nature writing, Dorothy
Livesay chooses the hardest, darkest
poenis, the npi-necessarily feminine.
There are tough and amusing conceits
(Elizabeth Brewster’s “‘Monchhaosen
in Alberta,” all Gwendolyn MacEwen’s!
poems), and new voices and old songs. .
The women’s tics - that fondness we
have for Todifiirs like “‘fantastic”
and
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“immensely” - are balanced by some
very rich poems from peopls lie
Miriam Waddington and Anne Marriott.
The political poets are mostly American
(unless someone in Canada now is
burning thing along ‘IXvelfth),and the
Jewish poets are the richest in their
imagery.
The book, in its presentation, ‘reminds me of Vi@nia Woolf2 cornmants about women’s colleges at
Oxford. It lacks comfort, it lacks
pretentiousness. But we all know,now,
what smartness is about: it’s better to
make poerm, and these are good ones.
Wish they had been encased in a book
that wasentitled”
Poets of Canada”;

THESPOKEN

WORD

sudNDI

or would they have met a bier
market? 0,
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poems read on the A side it may be
dificult at a normal level of coneentration to distinguish at first between .
poems hnd the commentspreing them - a pmblem that could
ve been lessened somewhat -in the
manufacture of the record if more time
had been allowed between Wcuts.
_Onti or twice dutig the reading of
“In Memoriam: Claude Orser (18941968r an elegy for an ignorant, kiidly
backwater tinker, Nowlan’s voice seems
to falter, just slightly, with emotion.
ti
selections themselves are well
chosen, covering probably .the full
range of his poetry and a wide span of
years. Among the poems are two of his
beat, “The Last Leper in Canada” and
“The Mysrerious Naked M&I? ,(the
second the title poem of one of his
Clarke, hwin’ books) which have an
inferred mystical flavour and show
perhaps the direktion in which his
talent, in its peak momenta, %:tmvelling. The final poem is “Ypres: 191S?
which Nowlan recently chose.as his
favourite. Quite moving (though it is
just barely on the right side of CO~I),
it is a sort of half tribute to fhose
Canadian soldiers who held fast during
the first German gas &tack while all
about them fled. Nowlan’s mad@ of
it, Or parts of his reading of it, confum
an old suspicion that the poet’s Line
breaks and spacings sometimes have
nothing to do with the way he actually
zexpects his poems to be read but a&
what seem appropriate to themoment
and the medium. The Wodd WarOne
poem is followed by Bruce Armstrong’s
reading of the story “‘Ihe .Gunfight,”
i
whkh is from Nowlan’s 1968 book of
short stories Miracle at Indfmz River
and which.. is one of his poorer pieces
of fxtion: A&n Nowian’s Maritimes,
a good buy except for that, has liner
notes by the C8C’s Robert Weaver. q

AND PLACE.
ALDEN NOWLAND’S MARlTIMES
I

reviewed by

ALDENNOWLAN
CECLeondngSystemr.
LP Aibum $5.00
Douglas Ferherling

rr SEEMSimpossible when listening to

Alden NorvLzn’shlim?imea, the CBc’s
latest Lp record of Canadian poetry,
that the New Brunswick poet is only
39 years old. Not only does his voice
sound like that of a man about’60, it
is also the craggy, timeless voice of
imagined metaphysics -. a quicker,
muddied version of the voice of the
ghost in pursuit of the person who
can put his soul at rest; the off-camera
voice in the Hammer film that comes
from beyond the grave. All this, one
would tbink, is in distinct contrast
with the kind of poetry he writes,
but no. There is something about his
reading that brings to the ‘24 poems on
tbis record an element not realized
when the same work is encountered on
the pge. The poems are nearly all
about people and places in New Brunswick and his native Nova Scotia,
genenlly the aged, sick or otherwise
pathetic people and the rotting little
plwes that history has left only its.
scars and oppressions with none of its

security or pride. And Nowlan’s ioice,
in some peculiar way and without any
apparent effort, gets this across as
much as his words do, lifting the
poetry from the grooves and implanting
it in the mindof the listener. One must’
conclude that it is a natural r&ult of
the writer’s affmity with both the
material and its sources slpcp ss;qn
actual performer
@den NowIan i! 110
.great hell.
‘.
;,
No actor could be found iodky to
read the way he does, He has a noticeabje, fascinating accent which comes
to the forefront. in the pronunciation
of such words as “‘poem.”He does not
say pome or something close to it, lie
mixt of the rest of us, or Poe-em, lie
the purists. It is something closer to
poe-awm, Utteredwitb the sibilant s!ur
and the mumble which, on’ first listen
anyway, make a qy of the texts a
good thing to have on hand. He does
not declaim the poems at all, but
speaks them as he would talk into a
telephone. Indeed., dUrin8 the early
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FUMBLING’
THE BALL
FOR LOVE, MONEY, AND FUTURE
CCjNSIDERATlONS
MEL PROFIT (photogmphr by TERRY HANCEY)
D. C Heath of Cm&a. clot/~$10.95: ilhmted; I92 paa
reviewed by

wx

Jack Hutchinson

PROFIT stood out from the

Profit did well in Toronto. &me of
the more blithe spirits among his
colleagues departed, a new coach
named Leo Cahill arrived, and Profit
helped the Argos fi@ly to achieve
First, he was a very good football respectability again after years in
player, one of the best in Canada at his the sewers of the Canadian Football
position. Second, he was not only large League, He didn’t just play football,
and muscular, good-looking and single, he also wrote about it for the T&gram,
he ,was also long-haired and sometimes that ex-newspaper published by one
bemustached, oddly dressed b,’ con- J. Bassett, who was also by some
ventional standards, and, after three strange quirk of coiocidenee his footyears, the operator of a men’s boutique ball employer.
specializingin kaftans and other eyeNot that it was all smooth sailing
catching.apparel. Third, Profit quickly aboard the good ship Argonaut. Profit
established himself as a talker, a rare was a spokesman for the veteran
football player ready to spew forth players when they went on strike for
torrents of words, phrases, sentences training camp pay. He conducted his
and, on occasion, entire coherent pam- own well-publicized and successful
holdout. And he continued to talk.
graphs on a variety of subjects.

moment he arrived to play football in
Toronto in 1966, even on aii Argonaut
team widely celebrated for its menagerie of bizarre and colourful people.

Naturally this t@nt led to his diS-

eo~eryby the Tom&o-centered media,
and Profit appeared on every radio and
television show that required an articulate jock. Never noticeably reticent
about expressing his opinions, Profit
gathered publicity and popukulty not
so @ch for bis football exploits as for
his outspoken public pronouncements
and his apparent fearlessness(or atleast
carelessoess)about the con%qdenienees.
In short, Profit was, an iconoclast
in a game not generally lauded for
its tolerance of oddball bellavlour.
Privately and publicly, he questioned
the values not only of professional
sports in general but also of professional football in particular. It didn’t
matter that many of his antiof other fashionable radicalswith more
serious purposes. It didn’t matter that
he sometimes contradicted himself, or
wds sillyor tedious What mattered was
the Profit attihdde,
his stance - one
football player thumbing his nose at
the sports system wherein he earned
his living.
Now about this book, For LOW,
Money. and Fuhm Considootions,
which Profit desc;ibes.as “a personal
reflection of my life as a CFLplayer.”
It’s a disappointing book in several
ways, even though it :a graced with
some 150 Terry Haocey photographs.
To put things as gently as possible,Mel
Profit is not nearly as good a writer as
he is a talker. He seems eonstrained in
print, haunted by awkward, clumsy
turns of phrase. The whole point of
one story is lost because he puts the
wrong city in the punchline. Hisjudgments and comments on CFL players,
coaches and cities are shallow and
hardly more than could be expected
from the average fan. Most disappointing of all, Profit pulls most of his
punches. His inside stories are mainly
second-hand or watered down. At one
point he writes, “There are . . . occasions when candidness is overruled
by tact” - is tbis the Mel Profit we
know, the fearless disturber? Well,
hardly. This book is a chore to read
-through, curiously lacking both energy
and emotion. Even the photographs,
fine as they are, are for the most part
static “character studies” or tableaux!
Mel Profit attained a couple ol
summits in l&WI,as a player and as ar
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iconoclast. He was team captain, AllCanadian,and the Argos’most popular
player as they reached the Grey Cup
game for the tirst time in 19 years.
Soon after the season, Profit timorously
opposed the decisionto install artificial
turf in CNE Stadium, indignantly
wondering aloud why $250.000 of the
tsspayers’money should be used, as he
put it, to benefit only a few pro football players. Perhaps that was the final
stmw for J..Baasett. Or maybe it was
just coincidence that the Argos decided
they would lose in 1972 without Mel
Profit’s services. In any case, Profit is
now retired from football and doing
his establishment-smashing fmm the
premises of Toronto’s ,newest TV
station. After this book, I’m afraid
people will take him less seriously than
they did before. It’s much easier to
talk about writing a good book than to
write one. Ask the man who’s tried. 0 _

duwr. rportr-writrr and broadcaster
for SBC he recently added TV acting
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Don Gutteridae’s Poemfor Vofces
is a chant-collage offering the “poetic
meaning” .of Riel’s story. The young
Riel has “twi, rivers” for heritage, one
reaching east and the other io the
west. He tries to unite them end fails:
RIEL: A Poem For Voices
he tries to preserve one and fails.
The most successful poetry evokes
DONGiJTTERIDGE
VanNostmndRelnhold the landscape of Manitoba, the buffalo
paver$2.95:7Otw-s hunt anti the railroad, ‘a &eel tongue
intoningl Its single word into the
CREEPS
empty western-sky.” Parts of letters,
cdilorkds and posters give historical
DAVIDFREEMAN
interest, but are not altogether w&
University
of TorontoPress
come divergencesfrom the intensifyying
piper$1.95:40pa@
interior drama.
This is a new edition of the short
reviewedby Katharine Govier
voluma first published by Fiddlehead
,
Poetry Booksin 1968. Photo-montages
by
Mary
Cserepy,‘an
afterword
and
a
IT Is JUST one hundred years since
.
chronology have been added.The work
Sir John A. bve Louis Riel $1000 to
is impre.wive in that Cuteridge has
go into exile, and’ 87 years since Riel
recreated Riel’s life in images of the
was hanged. After his burial, in the
land he was born io and where he has
dead of night, the bogy was dog up by
been homeless.
friends and moved from St. Boniface
C&?ps is the fint play published
to, an unknown home (or so I have
by the University of Toronto Press in
been told by Rudy Weibe).Similarly,
their new Canadian Play Series. It is a
Riel’splace in history has been adjusted
.
good berrinninn- not ail davs make
over the years.

I

An important announcement from

schobtie

.

Scholastic Publications invites submissionsfrom Canadian authors of
material appropriate for children and-young people at all levelsfrom
Kindergarten to Grade XII. Our main emphasis is in the field of
recreational-reading; that is, work submitted should preferably be
book length and, whatever its subject m&ter, be the kind of material
that readers would turn to for information and ‘enjoyment. All submissionswill .be given careful and thoughtful consideration. Material
should be sent first classto:
Manuscript Editor,
Scholastic-Tab Publications Ltd:,
123 Newkirk Road,
Richmond Hill, Ontario.
and should be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressedenvelope.

scholastic.. .the childretis publbher
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good reading although they may make
fme the&e. This is both.
“We” in Freeman’s angry miniworld are spastics, receivers of paralyzing charities and “pity&t: “They”
are everyone else. People keep coming
in and not going
out of the dirty u+al
in a sheltered workshop where the play
is set. No one really wants to go out,
back to making boxes or sanding
blocks. In two hours of fierce talk,
interrupted by an insistent social
worker who thinks something fdthy
is going on, the men recreate dreams.
One, perhaps, responds to his hopes.
Yet as he takes a step “outside:’ the
others, defeated again, are “inside”
more deeply than before.
Even in reading, the play seems lie
a loig and agonized dance. Pi&ores of
the actors and descriptions of their
movements help to create the visual
sense. Movement must in this play be
as expressive as words. Ordinary tasks
are awkward, slow and humiliating.
Fights and falls become supra-real
battles of human will. A handful of
people emerge very large fmm tlise
pages. q

University of Alberta and at York
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but for something about
our OBSOLETE political systam
Read
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MISSING
POLITICAL
PARTY
E. A. Bedsr

On Sale: Eaton’s, Simpson’s
Britnell, Book Cellar, Classic
and University Bookshops
Hard 94.95

soft 91.95

WARMINGTREND
FROMTHE WEST
STORIES FROM WESTERN CANADA
Selected& introduced by Rudy Wiebe
Macmilhm

revt..wedhv Penny Johnston
SHOR~.STOR~S either hit you dead
on, or you have to bribe yourself to
read them. So on*picking up Stories
from WesternGmada I said to myself,
1’11chance the back of the book first,
before I start at the front. In the
sections there, entitled Stmnge Love.
Dreamand Live, and Families,I found
the stories on the whole, highly entertaining. But in the book’s first
section, SuchPeople, 1 found the tales,
“Indian Woman”, ‘and “The Tepee”,
beautiful but dull; and I could never
have the patience to struggle through
the terrible spelling of Peter’Pond’s _,
“His True Confession”.
Overall, I found that the stories had
tremendous charm, and that some were
quite funny. A lot had gentle endings,
a nice change from the usual death or
insanity. Mind you, there were several
tickers.
In Maigaret ‘Laurence’s,
“Horses of the Nit”,
a young girl
’ observes as her older cousin, Chris, a
visitor to their farm, whoso desperately
is trying to es?pe from his family environment and the Depression, that all
his “life’s choiceshad become narrower
‘ind narrower, his mind finally retreating ‘into ih&ity”.
I was very
interested in the stream of conseiousoess technique used by Rudy Wiebe in
his “Did Jesus ever Laugh”, and the skill
in his transition from the reality of the
killer’s mind to the external reality of
the apartment room and his intended
victim’s reactions.
’
In “A week in the Country”, Dorothy Livemy describes the suppressed
fantasies of a young Winnipeg girl’s
visit to a firm, and her eqsting in-.
fatuation for her servant’s boyfriend,
a young farmhand. Or in the tale,
“Old Mrs. Dirks”, an elderdy WD
man, living alone and ignored on the

edge of town with her chickens, sud:
denly in her 70th year begions to
imagine that she is sexually desirable
to the husband of a woman in the
town. A vagrant that she is kind to
eventually opens up her world. The
climaxisgentle. A relationshipbetween
a “vertical” young man who has grown
up in Vancouver, near the mountains
and the sea, and a young prairie artist,
a”horizontal” person is symbolized by
one of her paintings, “Streak Mosaic”.
This she explains is a crop disease, the
grainwill never ripen.
In the section Dream and Live a
tidow,Mrs. KobicheckJn “Earth MO<
ing”, poignantly realizes that her coal
mine; mined for the last 20 years with
picks, and shovels, can.no longer compete with the neighbowing strip mine’s
efficient draglines. If you can’t fight
‘em, exploit ‘em - and she does with
the help of a vagrant prospector who
builds her a still. She chuckles:
“You figure, Jake, we could soak
them three-fifty for the stuff?
A granddad, out of work in the 30s.
and crazy about his radio, uses his wits
to obtain free power for himself and
his whole block, in Ken MitchelI’s.
humorous, “The Great Electrical Revolution”. The justice done to eapitatist
le&es en& when a linesman from
the Moose Jaw Light and Power Company climbs outside the arlour-window
and notices the connecting wire.
So for someone who has newx been
west of Ontario, I found the stories,
simple and direct. My reaction on
reading them, on the whole,‘was not ,
how clever, but how warm. 0
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.WARJAW
THE PREVENTION OF
WORLD WAR III
HAROLD 6. ERONSON

Anirlc Fire Books
paper$2.75:217pnges

WAR AND SOCIETY IN
NORTH AMERICA
1 L. GlUiiA TSTEIN &
R. D. CUFF(Editors)
Thonm N&m & Sons
p-we?$3.95: 199pees

LBE WAN YEw, who took Singapore
out of the Malaysian Federation, thus
thwarting what remained of British
foreign policy in the area, once observed that the Americans and tbe
British are both perfidious - the only
difference being that the latter are
intelligently so.
If half of the revelations in Harold
Bronson’s book (ingenuously subtitled,
A Survey of%entieth CenlwJl Ewnrs
end Theories which Help to Explain

-.

-

theiritalics.)No paper

tiger this; merely
a castle in the clouds. To put it plainly,
we are meant to believe that historians
in the past have viewed war as an isolated phenomenon, whereas Profeaao<
Granatstein eta/. havediscoveredsomething new.
In fact, Warand Socie?v in North
Amend lacks justification. It is not a
book but a‘collection of papers, read
at the fall, 1970, mei?ting of the Canadian Association for American Studies.
Hence the re’ader who is looking for a
miscellany will find just that - ranging
from accounts of the American and

_

.-.-

.__.

Canadian business experience in \Vo;ld
War I to a pseudo-psycholodcal account,,of Ernest Hemingway’s attitude
to’war - subjects tenuously connected,
though yoked together by appeals to
the interdisciplinary approach greatly
in fashion at York University.
If you lie learned puffing and sup
posed scholarship, with (as in the first
book) copious ahnotation, you will find
this collection of academic solitudes
mildly interestine, Personallv. I am
hold their tea-parties at places other
lhan the State Department. 0
cs

BETTER DEAD,.
MAGADAN
MICHAEZSOLOMON
Cha&m Books
cloth$Z95; 243 plrger
revIewed
by Peter Hay

the Caugeg of War and How Ir Can Be

I I(NOWOF no better antidote to FarAbolirhcd) have any substance, then it
ley
Mowat’s rosy’ahd insipid travelogue
is impossible to explain how American
Sibir
than Michael Solomon’s book of
foreign policy, especially in the Far
festering
memories. It is a geograptical
East, lies in such obvious ruin. Acirony
that
the whole should be more
cording to Bronson, America has pursinister
than
its parts: the fact is t&at
sued its quest for world domination
the name Siberia evokes much more
with a Machiavellian cunning equalled
for us than Magsdan, which is a small
only by the other great villain of tbis
area of Siberia in the Sea of Okhotsk,
book, the Soviet Union. The hero of
roughly analogous t? the position of
the piece is, of course, Chairman Mao,
Vancouver on the other side of the
assisted by altruistic revolutionaries
same ocean, and similarly sheltered by
selflessly dedicated to the downfall of
the imperialist paper tiger, its running . the Kamchatka peninsul?,ig one case,
and by Vancouvy Jahnd in,gre,other.
dogs and lackeys.
Here the analogy ends; for &l&da.
Should word-mongering be equated
was the port which supplied with slave
with war-mongering, then the best I
Isbour the vast mining camps in the
can say of this book is that it stands an
Kolyma range. Millions were sent there
even chance of causing the crisis it
during almost twenty years of tenor
seeks to prevent.
under Stalin to work, to waste away,
The second book under review is
to die in conditions which make the
baaed on a false premise, to wit: “There
has always been something stirring, _ Nazi work camps Ipok.almost purga-.
more often something tragic, in the
torial in comparidon.
Michael Solomon is a Canadian of
clash of great armies by night. Society.
too, has been dissected by academics
more recent origin than Farley Mowat.
and writers who search for the motive
He was kidnapped in his native Rouforces that drive men to greatness and
mania hfter .the war and spent sevenfolly. Curiously, however, few North
teenyears in prisons and concentration
Americans have looked at the effects of
camps in the Soviet Unioq and again
~~onsociety.“(Editon’
Introduction,
in Roumania. His book covers “only”

the nine years spelt in Siberia. The
thaw following Stalin’s death meant
release for hundreds of thousm&
of
survivors, but for Mr. Solqmon it was
bnly another beginning. The Soviet
secret police “freed” bim so he could
be handed over to their Roumanian
.
colleagues.
Ma&an
is .a documentary and
should be read as part of the larger
mosaic of misery that is being pieced
together about what went on in Stalin’s
death camps. Unlike the novels of
Sohhenytsin (Irving Layton’s tinword
to Megadannotwithstanding) or even
Bugenia Ginzburg’s Into the Whirlwind.
Mr. Solomon’s book is not a literary
masterpiece. It is the testtint
of a
man who has died many deaths; though
he was dead for seventeen years, he was
murdered again and again, committed
suicide many tim= and was humiliated
and degraded beyond human understanding. Mr. Solomon’s book should
be read carefully for what it is: the
truth. It lacka adornment; and although
the author’s journalistic skill comes
across in the capturing of details, his
usz of English ia at times awkward and
obviously unaided by a slick editorial
37
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hand. Above all, his senbibility dispayed in his attitudes towards his
tormentors or fellow victims is as
genuine as it is ingenuous. His situation, as an outsider, lacks the inherent
complex of ironies that we fmd in the
testimonies of the ardent believers: the
C~mmunis$
swallowed by their own’
party. As a result, Mr. Solomon’s style
conveys less of that macabre horror
we get from Koestler’s Darkness at,
Noon and even mom from BelaSzasz’s
Volunteersfor the Gallows published
in London this year.
I wish F&y Mowat and all other
Canadians touring the Russian Arctic
might mad Mr. Solomon’s book. when
they wonder at feats of Soviet engineering in the North, they should also
find out how they were put there and
at what human cost.Magadan contains
some usefulinsightsinto the permanent
features of antiSemitism in the Soviet
Union. Some Canadianswondered during Mr. Rosygin’s visit her,e what the
fuss about Jews was all about. Here is
a book by a fellowcanadian who
gained his knowledd on the.subject
through inFomprehen$ble, immense
and undeserved suffering: q
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IN 6UR ..NOVEMBER
ISSUE...
SPECIALREVIEWXCTlOk ON NE%’
CANADIAN .~LLuSTMED BOOKS
.
AND FORYOUNG
CANADA
BOQKWEEK
..Wi-iAT.CH!LDREN.
THINK OF 6URRENT
CANADIAN CHILDREN’SBOOKS
ALSO THE LONG-AWAITED

ItdTERNATIO~AL
BOOKYEAR
READERS’
CI_lESTIONNAIRE

WATCH FOR IT IN Y&JR

LOCAL BOOKSTORE OR LIBRARY

Yes, I wish to subscribe to BOOKS INCANADA.
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,Mordoc=i Richler
SHOVELLING
TROUSLE

Margaret Atwood
SURFACING

strong .%ap laced Wllh IJUngent
vm and ins I**Ytlre.
from one
0‘ Ml.? runrt MIceI I” Iltcnture.

John Newlove
LIES

IrvingLayton
ENGAGEMENTS:THE
PROSE
OF IRVING LAYTON
Layton =t Ill5 *ol=mlC=I best ex”b=r=“l =“a CO”lrm=rsl=l.

Edward S. Joliffe
THE FIRST HUNDRED
This d,=rn=tlc no”=, Of cm=rt=*s
t=lnp=stYO”I frontlw y==rs tas Of
II fiery r&err rtruggk for p==c=.
Gaorgs Swinmn
SCULPTURE OF THE ESKIMO
32 co,o”r p,=t=s 800 m=s*-=naWhlbl ,“p=rbly lllustnu tll= most
tllcwO”gil lx!= a”= =VBr wmpll=d
0‘ Eskimo rulptun.
‘*Richard Gwyn
SMALLWOOD: THE UNLIKELY
REVOLUTIONARY
c=n=d=% most flew pDlltlCl=n warts and =,I. 2nd. =dltlon. rwised
and “pdlld to 1972. =*rls tilr==
new cn=*=rs.
Don S=ll
SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE
BAGEL FACTORY
nster-th=n-flctlon ItOrI= df
dow”tov/” MOntrMl b”nt vail
:;;xu;;,;r
=nd fl=mbw=“t local

Blanche Howard
THE MANIPULATOR
A f=Qp=ud novs, 0‘ prwlitiv=
B”,,. S,“lltw ‘0.CeS “nle=rhecl in =
ml=,, wmt=mwz=n=dl=n town.

John Metcalf
GOING DOWN SLOW
A h,gh.lcnOOl te=cller With Qlg JessieL. Beattie
Meas - I” = rm=ll-mlnd=d
syrt=m.An ,ntens=. f”““X Lllld THE LDG-LINE
Sign on ,001 = ,o”r”={ to OXotl=
p=,“,“llY ,a novel.
go,t, Of th= =.r,y 1 00% I” this
,ogr=plw of= w.-UPt=ln
Fnderick J. Dockslader
INDIAN ART IN NORTH
AMERICA
.
M.lte,*eceI Of “at,“= drr and
a=ftrm=nrhlp r=prod”c=d I? 60
coo~~platei
180 black-an&

!

Jamss Redrkv
GREAT LEADER OF THE
;
OJIEWAY: MISWONA-DUES
75 ye=,5 =y I” O,LW=Y DDY nears
t=,=r Of M r.G”ona-G”eD =nd 0Lll.w
t,,b=, llem=r. Tod=Y II= tas tn=m.
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